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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

G

reetings! I am excited
to share with you the
Winter 2020 issue of
the Southeastern alumni
magazine.

We closed the fall semester with
Commencement and the celebration
of our Fall 2019 graduates. After one
semester, it has already proven to be an
incredible academic year as we watch the
talented and driven students who continue
to arrive on our campus. This past
October, we had a great time celebrating
Homecoming weekend with a stadium full
of so many alumni and current students
as we watched a victorious win against
Warner University.We were also blessed to
reunite with so many of you at our Annual
Alumni Dinner that weekend.
This year we have also seen our student
body serve and give with extraordinary
generosity. When Hurricane Dorian hit
in September, our students came together
and, throughout the course of a week,
raised $24,000 to assist with the relief
efforts.They also packed 1,000 hygiene kits
to send to the Bahamas. The philanthropic
passion of our young people is evident, and
we are so encouraged by their eagerness to
minister to those in need.
In the following pages, I invite you to
learn of the inspiring stories from our
community. You will find highlights of
talented alumni who have gone on to be
a light and serve in their communities,
businesses and skilled fields.
In this issue, you will discover the
exceptional talent of Fall ’19 graduate and
highly accomplished athlete, Uchenna
Kanu. A Fire women’s soccer player,
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Uchenna made her debut at the 2019
FIFA Women’s World Cup, has helped her
team set a new record and is on her way
to play professionally. You will learn about
former SEU Worship member, Tiffany
Hammer, who has gone on to be the
worship leader for the Uptown campus
of Elevation Church in Charlotte, N.C.
In addition, you will meet the Ainsworth
family.While Brittany owns and operates a
Chick-fil-A in one of the busiest malls in
America, Chad has found a creative space
as a videographer.
You will also read about engineer and
pilot Aaron Judy, a recent graduate with
his doctorate in education. Aaron is now
working for the federal government as an
engineer to discover new and innovative
ways to train pilots.
We have a wealth of talent here at
Southeastern University, and it is always
encouraging to see the ways God is
using you.
I want to invite you to campus to see
our new Welcome Center. As I write this,
we are putting the finishing touches on
this new facility. We are so grateful to all
of you who have supported our Project
Gateway campaign and helped make this
building a reality. It is an amazing addition
to our campus and will revolutionize the
onboarding process for our students.
Thank you for being a vital part of our
community, for continuing to invest and
connect with us here at Southeastern. It
is a great honor to serve as the president
of this university. I am constantly in awe
of how our alumni honor God with their
lives and talents, and the incredible ways
He is using them in this world.

STUDENTS RESPOND TO HURRICANE DORIAN
After Hurricane Dorian hit the Bahamas, Southeastern students jumped in to respond. Through
fundraising efforts, students raised $24,000 in a matter of days and then put together 1,000 hygiene
kits to be sent to those impacted by the storm in the Bahamas. Students also sent handwritten
notes and prayers to provide much-needed encouragement.
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LETTER FROM THE ALUMNI DIRECTOR

T

he alumni of Southeastern,
simply put, are amazing!
Every week, I continue to
hear about the incredible
things you all are doing
in your ministries, careers,
families and activities. And every week,
I am more and more humbled by what
I learn.

JOEL K. JOHNSON ’92

I have also been encouraged by stories
of overcoming trials and heartaches both
as students and in your lives since you
attended Southeastern. These stories are
such a testimony to the faithfulness of
our Lord!
Since our last edition of the magazine,
we have had a few huge events happen.
At General Council back in August, we
had over 800 alumni and friends attend
our Alumni Reception. I loved seeing old
friendships renewed, roommates reuniting
and memories shared. After a busy start to
our fall semester here on campus, we had a
wonderful Homecoming 2019 at the end
of October. Just one big thing was missing
– YOU! Okay, so maybe you were there
and enjoyed the weekend with us, but you
definitely know someone who needs to
be with us next year. And speaking of next
year, Homecoming 2020 will be October
23 and 24.
A few things for you to be keeping an eye
out for in the future:
1. Keep checking SEU.edu/alumni for
updates and news.
2. Follow our social media for the most
current information available.

3. We are bringing the Alumni
Association to you. Be looking for
regional Alumni and Friends events
near you.
4. Look for opportunities to partner
with fellow alumni in support of our
current students.
You are invited to join the SEU Alumni
Association to get member-only access to
on-campus and national discounts as well as
insider information. Visit SEU.edu/alumni
to sign up.
It is a very exciting time to be a part of
Southeastern and to be a member of the
Alumni Association. No matter how
long ago you graduated or how far away
you might live, you are a part of what is
happening right now. You helped lay the
foundation for everything being built upon
here.You are vital to the history of our alma
mater and equally as important to its future.
As you think of ways you would like to
partner with us, please let us know. The
ideas that have been shared so far have been
very exciting, and I am eager to see them
come together.
Every day, in everything we do, we help
Carry the Torch of Southeastern to all
those around us.
Thank you again for being a part of what
is happening with Southeastern, and please
prayerfully consider how you can be a part
of leaving a legacy.

We are bringing the Alumni Association to you! Be on the lookout for more information
about events in Sharpsburg, Ga. (March 21); central Florida; and Washington, D.C.
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CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY IN THE CLASSROOM
With the click of a button or swipe on
the screen, students can make surgical
cuts and perform dissections.
The world’s first virtual dissection table,
the Anatomage Table, has recently been
added to Southeastern University’s
College of Natural and Health Sciences
as a new technological tool for students
to utilize in the classroom. The digital
cadaver table presents three-dimensional,
life-size images of real cadaver samples,
and allows students to view anatomy
exactly as they would on a fresh cadaver.
“The 3D interactive images allow
students to view, engage and interact
with medical school-level cadavers.
The table is used in multiple courses
mirroring graduate school dissections
and diagnostic learning experiences,” said
MEGAN (VENDLINSKI) WAGNER
’08, assistant professor of biology at
Southeastern.
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The table includes preloaded medical
conditions, such as Cystic Fibrosis and
Alzheimer’s Disease. This allows students
to participate in problem-based learning,
where they apply classroom knowledge
to solve the medical case on the table
in front of them. Many medical schools
often require problem-based learning
classes where students are presented with
clinical cases and must use what they have
studied, as well as critical thinking skills,
to solve the issue.
“I’m a hands-on learner, and the
Anatomage Table has helped me to
better understand how the systems of
the body work together as a whole,
rather than separately. At the end of the
day, that’s what we’re striving to do —
help the whole patient,” said Christiana
Marchant, a student planning to attend
medical school and become a pediatric
emergency physician.

Health science students at Southeastern
use the table within their first year of
college, allowing them to visualize the
content they are studying in anatomy
and physiology classes. The students
continue to use it throughout their
higher-level courses, such as classes that
incorporate problem-based learning
and neuroscience. It is also equipped
with quizzes, games and tests. If students
want some extra practice, the College of
Natural and Health Sciences offers open
lab hours on weekdays when students can
freely use the tool under the supervision
of a teacher’s assistant.
To best prepare students for both
medical school and their professional
field, Southeastern continues to stay on
the cutting edge of higher education
through using technology like the
Anatomage Table.

SEU WORSHIP JOINS SONY RECORDING LABEL
SEU Worship, Southeastern University’s
contemporary worship group, signed
with Provident Label Group, a
division of Sony Music, in August
of 2019. This is the first time
the group has been represented by a
major label.
“Provident Label Group is among the
premier record labels in Christian music,”
said DAN RIVERA ’13, ’19 (MAML),
SEU campus worship pastor. “Everyone
on Provident’s team is ministry-minded,
and believers in the mission and vision
of Southeastern. We are excited to work
with such a creative and dynamic team
as we continue to grow our worship
ministry.”
Provident labels include Essential Records, Reunion Records, Essential Worship

and Beach Street Records. Provident
is home to artists including Casting
Crowns, Matthew West, Tenth Avenue
North, Matt Maher and many more.
SEU Worship is made up of a group of
four worship pastors and over 60 students
from the university. The songs are all
written and performed by Southeastern
students along with Dan.
Through the signing, SEU Worship has
the opportunity to collaborate with
more artists, including those who are also
signed to the label. Students will continue
to be involved in the writing process and
tour throughout the year. The group
tours about two to four times a month.
In the past, students participated in tours,
usually occurring in the summers. The
signing will provide SEU Worship more

opportunities to tour across the United
States, leading worship at churches, youth
camps and youth conferences.
SEU Worship has plans to release its first
EP, “Eden to Eternity,” under the label
in the spring of 2020. Previously, SEU
Worship has released six albums, its most
recent being “Heaven Life.” SEU Worship
has more than 200,000 subscribed
listeners on Spotify, with several of their
songs having more than 1 million plays.
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NEW ACCELERATED MASTER OF DIVINITY DEGREE
Have you ever wondered if you could
earn college credit toward your master’s
degree for your years of experience in
ministry? Through Southeastern’s new
accelerated Master of Divinity (MDiv)
degree, ministers are now able to earn
up to 18 of the MDiv’s 72 credit hours
through advanced standing, based
on what they learned through their
years of ministry experience and/or
undergraduate studies.

up to one-quarter of the MDiv degree,”
said Dr. Alan Ehler, dean of the Barnett
College of Ministry & Theology.

“We are now able to grant advanced
standing with credit for learning students
received through their undergraduate
ministry or theology degrees or from
their vocational ministry experience for

“Qualified alumni may be just six classes
away from earning an MDiv,” said Ehler.
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Additionally, many Southeastern alumni
who have completed either the Master of
Arts in Ministerial Leadership (MAML)
or Master of Arts in Theological Studies
(MATS) can earn their MDiv by taking
18 credit hours in addition to their
MAML or MATS coursework.

The MDiv is the entry degree for
the Doctor of Ministry (DMin), so

completing the MDiv using one
of the accelerated options allows
students to begin their doctoral journey
much sooner.
To enroll or to discuss which credits
and/or experience may transfer into
this program, please email graduate
admission counselor Micah Yeager at
mjyeager@seu.edu. To learn more about
the program, visit SEU.edu/MDiv.

STUDENT STORY

ABE ROSENTHALL

FIRST DENTAL STUDENT

Megan Wagner ’08 and Abe Rosenthall

Abe Rosenthall has wanted to be a dentist
ever since he was in high school.
During his senior year of high school,
Abe observed a patient’s treatment from
start to finish at his father’s orthodontic
practice. As his father treated the patient,
Abe vividly remembers watching her
transform from being embarrassed to
smile because of her crooked teeth to
beaming with confidence. At the end
of her treatment, when her braces came
off, she teared up at what she saw in the
mirror. The girl who was embarrassed to
show her teeth was now excited to laugh
and smile with confidence.
“That’s the moment when I knew that
this is what I want to do for a career.
Some people help others by giving
money or doing community service, but
I felt like this is the way I wanted to help
people,” Abe said.
Abe found out about Southeastern after
he was recruited to play tennis for the
school. Three days after he received the
offer, one of his closest friends, who had

no prior knowledge of the offer, brought
Southeastern up in conversation and
asked Abe to consider the school. “The
timing was impeccable,” said Abe.

“Early acceptance into dental school
sounded really appealing to me, so I
applied to their dental school the summer
before my junior year,” said Abe.

Moving from his home in Indiana to
sunny Florida, Abe started school at
Southeastern in 2016. Inspired by his
father, Abe enrolled as a biology/premedicine major to pursue dentistry. Abe
played tennis for his first two years of
school, then began to focus more heavily
on his studies.

He became the first Southeastern student
to be accepted into the LECOM School
of Dental Medicine.

Since then, he has been an active member
of the health science research team
investigating topics, such as medically
synthesizing amides.
The summer before Abe’s junior year,
MEGAN (VENDLINSKI) WAGNER
’08, assistant professor of biology,
approached him about applying to
dental school. Dental school is extremely
competitive. There are only 65 dental
schools in 35 U.S. states. In 2016 only half
of the dental school applicants enrolled
in dental school, making the average
acceptance rate 50 percent.
Megan mentioned Southeastern’s recent
partnership with the Lake Erie College
of Osteopathic Medicine (LECOM)
that guarantees the yearly acceptance
of 15 Southeastern students into their
medical, pharmacy and dental schools.
Five students can be admitted to each
of the three schools on a yearly basis.

Typically, students apply to dental school
the summer before their senior year, but
through LECOM, Abe was able to apply
early. He was accepted less than two
months later.
Abe feels well prepared to further his
education at LECOM. “The professors
in Southeastern’s science department
have done a fantastic job of preparing
me for dental school. They are very
knowledgeable, and they push you
because they want to see you succeed,”
said Abe.
Abe wants to eventually work as an
orthodontist. “First and foremost, I want
to be the best dentist I can be. Afterward,
I want to become a pediatric dentist
and orthodontist so I can work with
kids,” said Abe. In pursuit of these career
aspirations, he will attend the LECOM
School of Dental Medicine starting in
the fall of 2020.
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“The Modern Guide to College”

AN INTERVIEW WITH
DR. KENT INGLE

We recently had the opportunity to sit down with President Ingle to discuss his latest
book, written to help students and their parents navigate the college journey.
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What first led you to want to
write “The Modern Guide
to College”?

What do you think is the most
confusing aspect of college that
students deal with today?

In my role, I see a running theme of
concerns that young people have
throughout their college careers, and
many still have these same questions
and concerns beyond college: What do
I want to do with my life? How can I
take my talents and transform them
into a vocation? These are some of the
things that haunt the majority of college
students.

I think simply the question, “What are
you going to do with the rest of your
life?” It’s the question every senior
graduating college most fears being asked,
right? I think the idea that young people
are supposed to have their entire lives
figured out right now is overwhelming
and, frankly, outdated.

“The Modern Guide to College” was
written for anyone looking to make the
most of their college experience.Through
this book, I really wanted to answer the
many questions that not only consume
prospective students and parents, but can
also overwhelm current students who are
still figuring out how to navigate college.
What do you find are often some
other common hangups for
students?

Many students are confused throughout
their college careers and never want to
discuss it, so they end up leaving college
full of so many unanswered questions.
The worst thing is that many graduates
leave feeling lost and insecure in the next
phase of life.
Another struggle I see students face more
and more these days is figuring out how
to balance school, while developing their
character, their dependence on God and
their relationships overall. The college
experience shouldn’t be exclusively
vocationally-focused. Your
college
career should be life-giving. Today,
students are very driven and ambitious,
but the demands of the world that
they feel at such a young age can keep
them from enjoying all that college
can offer. Your college career should
enrich your academics, as well as your
spiritual, relational and recreational life.

Our world is far too interesting to
anticipate the remainder of your life will
be one predictable trajectory. Of course,
some students may know they want to be
a doctor or pastor for most of their lives.
But that doesn’t mean there won’t be new
opportunities or skills they will discover
over time. If I had always wanted to hold
onto my role as a sports announcer and
never imagined doing anything else, I
wouldn’t have had my experience in
full-time ministry, and it wouldn’t have
led me to where I am today. Each job
and opportunity you get in life is going
to shape and influence you for the next
job. Being open to new possibilities just
makes life more exciting.
You must have wished there was
a book like this out there for you
as a student. How do you feel the
book would have assisted you in
college?

Oh, I certainly think this book would
have cleared up a lot of confusion for
me. There is an acceptance for people
today who do not know what they’re
doing after college.There’s more room to
explore, and that’s what I tap into in the
book as well.
Many students also wonder about
changing majors halfway through college
or how to find a solid internship, which
are some things I address. Even simple
guides, I know, would have helped me,
like how to apply for scholarships. I
think there are a lot of basic questions I

had as a student that young people just
didn’t have guidance for at the time. I
imagine it would’ve been a lot of weight
off my shoulders to have that support in
the logistics of college, and also know I
wasn’t the only one wrestling with major
questions. It was a huge motivation
behind this book to offer students the
information and moral support so many
have never had.
As you have incorporated them
in your life, how have the lessons
from “The Modern Guide
to College” shaped your life?

No doubt, learning how to balance it
all through the years has meant a great
deal to me. I think with the awareness of
mental health and a work-life balance we
have today, there is a greater appreciation
for living an enriched and fulfilling
life. From my health, my spiritual walk
and certainly in my vocation, living a
balanced and disciplined life may be
one of the most beneficial lessons I have
learned. I still continue to instill this core
value into my life every single day.
If you could have coffee with
every SEU student on campus,
what is the one thing you would
want them to walk away with?

You do not have to have it all figured out
right now! It is okay not to know. In fact,
enjoy not knowing. Embrace the mystery
and excitement that comes with having
no clue what tomorrow holds. Enjoy the
ride. There are too many students who
are stressed out and put so much pressure
on themselves, then are completely
unable to enjoy this time of life. This is
not the season you are supposed to know
everything. (In fact, that season never
comes.) This is a season of life you are
supposed to discover who God has made
you to be, what you are passionate about
and how those passions can contribute to
the world. Embrace that it is a journey.
Discovering what you’re supposed to do
with life doesn’t happen overnight.

“The Modern Guide to College” is available for purchase at shop.kentingle.com.
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ATHLETICS

UPDATE
MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Mario Perez closes in on the finish line at the
FLRunners Invitational at Holloway Park.

Southeastern had a strong season, winning the Holloway Park
Preseason Festival for the second year in a row, and was also
the runner up at the FLRunners Invitational and The Sun
Conference Championship. Freshmen Alan Romero and Stephen
Ward qualified for the NAIA National Championship by placing
third and ninth, respectively, at the conference championship.
They became the third and fourth runners in program history to
qualify for nationals.
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
The Fire put together its best season in program history, winning
The Sun Conference Championship for the second time in three
years, had its highest national ranking, best finish at the NAIA
National Championship and its first All-American. Southeastern
jumped all the way up to eighth in the NAIA Coaches’ Poll after
a strong showing at the NAIA Great Lakes Challenge, and ended
the season finishing 14th at the NAIA National Championship.
Sophomore Julia Rohm placed 22nd in the race of over 350
runners to earn All-America honors.

Julia Rohm heads toward a first-place finish
at the Holloway Park Preseason Festival.

FOOTBALL
Southeastern recorded its best record in program history, posting
an 8-1 record, and was ranked 14th in the final coaches’ poll
of the season. For the third time in six seasons, the Fire was
undefeated at Victory Field. A total of 16 players earned All-MidSouth Sun Division honors, led by quarterback Cooper Jones,
who was named the Offensive Player of the Year, breaking school
records for passing yards, touchdowns, attempts and completions.
Defensive lineman Loobert Denelus was named the division’s
Defensive Freshman of the Year, making 14 tackles for loss.
MEN’S SOCCER
The Fire posted its best start in program history, going
11-0-2 over the first 13 games and advanced to the conference
semifinals.The team earned an at-large bid to the NAIA National
Tournament, its third appearance at nationals in the past five

Cooper Jones looks to throw downfield during
the Homecoming game against Warner.
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Jake Van Der Luit surveys the field against Johnson & Wales.

Bania Duran serves a ball into the box during the
NAIA National Semifinal match in Orange Beach, Ala.

years. Fifth-year senior Jake Van Der Luit became the second Sun
Conference Player of the Year in program history after leading
the conference with 20 goals. He also became the program’s first
Academic All-American.
WOMEN’S SOCCER
Southeastern played for The Sun Conference Tournament title for
the fourth-consecutive season after a second place finish during
the regular season. The Fire also made their third consecutive
NAIA National Championship Tournament final site appearance
by winning its opening round bracket. With a 2-1 overtime win
over Northwestern Ohio, the Fire women’s soccer team became
the first SEU program to make back-to-back NAIA national
semifinal appearances.The season ended a goal away from playing
for the national championship with a 2-1 loss to Keiser and a
19-5 overall record. Along the way, Uchenna Kanu set the college
soccer record for career goals at one institution, and broke the
NAIA soccer records for career goals and career points.

Uchenna Kanu advances the ball downfield during
SEU’s NAIA National Championship Opening Round
match against Cumberlands.

VOLLEYBALL
Southeastern finished third in The Sun Conference standings,
going 9-3 during the month of October to get back into
the mix. This included a pair of wins against eventual
tournament champion Florida Memorial, and an impressive
3-1 win at home against eventual regular season champion
Keiser. Seniors Taylor Gregory and Emily Kalmink, along
with junior Emily Boehlein, were named First Team AllSun Conference, and senior Sarah Castillo earned second
team honors.

Emily Kalmink attacks a ball during The Sun Conference
semifinal match against Coastal
Georgia.
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Drew Watson ’18 (MBA)

SOUTHEASTERN AWARDED COMMISSIONER’S CUP
The Sun Conference Commissioner’s
Cup is presented to the school that
accumulates the most points each year
based on conference standings and
conference championship success.
Since joining the league in 2009,
Southeastern had never won the coveted
honor. The Fire finished second in 201516, winning the men’s soccer regular
season and tournament conference
titles, and also won regular season or
tournament championships in volleyball,
women’s basketball and softball.
The next two seasons saw Southeastern
place third behind Keiser and St.Thomas.
The cup made its first trip to Lakeland
in June of 2019 as the Fire claimed the
conference’s top honor for the first time
in school history.
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“This award is a result of the hard work of
our student-athletes and coaching staff,”
said Southeastern University Director
of Athletics DREW WATSON ’18
(MBA). “They have done a tremendous
job building programs that consistently
compete for conference championships,
and this is the reward for those efforts. I
could not be more proud.”
To figure each school’s commissioner’s
cup score, its top four point totals in
men’s sports and top four women’s totals
are added together. A team gets 20 points
for winning the regular season title.
Points are awarded on a descending scale
for second place, and so forth. Five bonus
points are awarded to the conference
tournament champion.
Winning both the men’s and women’s
track and field championships netted

Southeastern 25 points for each gender.
A fourth-consecutive regular season and
tournament title in women’s basketball
scored 25 more. The second men’s soccer
tournament title in program history along
with a second-place regular season finish
scored 20 points. Baseball’s first regular
season championship picked up 20 more.
Co-championships by women’s soccer
and volleyball added 17.5 points from
each team, and men’s basketball added
13.5 by tying for second in the regular
season.

FEATURE STORIES

Dr. Aaron Judy
TAKING RESEARCH
TO THE SKIES
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R. AARON JUDY’s
’18 (Ed.D.) interest
in aviation began at a
young age. He grew
up spending time at
the airport with his
grandfathers who flew with the U.S. Air
Force and then flew commercially after
completing their service.
“My first flight was with my grandfather
at the local airport when I was seven years
old. He took me out in a helicopter and
then in a small Cessna 172,” said Aaron.
His current career reflects the deep impact
that those years had on his life.
Aaron always knew that he wanted to
pursue aviation and flying, so studying
engineering at West Virginia University
was a natural fit. “It sparked an interest
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in me. I’ve always been more of a handson, problem-solving type of person, and
engineering seemed like the right choice,”
said Aaron.
He graduated with two bachelor of science
degrees, one in aerospace engineering and
one in mechanical engineering. When
Aaron graduated with his bachelor’s in
2002, the U.S. government was actively
recruiting many STEM professionals
due to the 9/11 attacks. He moved to
Washington, D.C., to begin a position
with the U.S. Department of Defense
conducting aircraft flight testing and
working with unmanned aircrafts. Many
of the military systems he worked on were
utilized in Afghanistan and Iraq.
During this time, Aaron also went on
to earn his master’s in aeronautics from
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University.

When a job opportunity came up at
the U.S. Special Operations Command,
he left D.C. to move to Tampa, Fla. As a
senior engineer, he worked to help deploy
unmanned aircrafts for special operations
forces through research, development,
training and sustainment. By providing
them with the best technology and
training, he ensured that the U.S. Special
Forces had the right equipment to win
the fight and return home safely.
After the work he did at the Special
Operations Command, Aaron now works
in Orlando at the Naval Air Warfare
Center Training Systems Division as a lead
test engineer.
There is currently a huge pilot shortage in
the military and civilian market. Because
of this, the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force
are aiming to come up with new and

to day involves attending design reviews,
reviewing flight test plans, reviewing
training curriculum and participating
in aircraft test events,” said Aaron. He
continues to use his dissertation findings
and research work to help the U.S. military
discover shortfalls in flight simulation and
identify ways to make simulation more
meaningful in flight training.

innovative ways to make training more
effective for pilots. Formulating new
ways in which pilots can be trained is a
large need in the market, and Aaron
recognized that.
“The question that people are asking
is, ‘How can we more effectively train
pilots quickly and efficiently without
compromising safety? What technologies
and methodologies are out there?’” said
Aaron.
This is what spurred Aaron to pursue his
doctoral degree in education. A large need
in the aviation industry had to do with
education, which is what brought him to
Southeastern.
“I had never been to a faith-based
institution. I chose Southeastern for the
multidisciplinary doctoral program and
also for the faith-based background to
round out my education,” he said.
“Once I graduated from Southeastern, I
wanted to continue researching the topic
of my dissertation, which was looking at
the effects of actual aircraft flight training
versus simulation training in a U.S. Navy
T-45 aircraft. Once my dissertation ended,
I went back to the Navy and began my
postdoctoral research. The Navy granted
me the funds to spend another year
looking at the data I had analyzed during
my dissertation,” explained Aaron. He,
alongside Dr.Thomas Gollery, professor of
education, and Dr. Patty LeBlanc, former
professor of education, analyzed more
than 486,000 data points regarding U.S.
Navy T-45 flight hours, T-45 simulation
hours and student scores.
“At the heart of Dr. Judy’s research is
the role of simulated flight training in
preparing competent naval aviators.
Determining the specific flight tasks that
Navy pilots may accomplish successfully
in simulation, as opposed to actual flight
training exercises for flight competence,
will provide the Navy with a clearer, more
precise picture of the manner in which

“I love what I’m doing now, and I plan
to stay with the Department of Defense,
but eventually I probably would look at
doing some type of educational research
or teaching,” said Aaron.

Aaron and Christin Judy

resources should be allocated in producing
the most competent aviators. Dr. Judy
plans to extend his research agenda on the
role of flight simulation in the time ahead
with the Navy,” said Gollery.
Aaron recently published his dissertation,
“A study of flight simulation time, aircraft
training time, and pilot competence as
measured by the naval standard score.”
When Southeastern launched its aviation
program in the fall of 2018, Dr. Joe Childs,
director of aviation programs, asked
Aaron to sit on the advisory board for
the program. He now serves as an advisor,
and it is likely that Aaron will also teach
an aviation course for Southeastern in the
future. He is also looking to conduct more
research from an Air Force perspective.
“Coming to Southeastern has opened
up so many doors, and I have had a good
relationship with the university. It has
broadened my perspective of going to
a private, smaller university and having
close relationships with a lot of professors,
unlike at a larger university,” said Aaron.

CHRISTIN (MCDOWELL)’07, Aaron’s
wife, is an alumna of Southeastern with
an education degree.The two met in 2013
on a missions trip through Victory Church
in Lakeland, Fla. Christin is currently
a fourth grade English language arts
teacher at Kingsford Elementary School
in Mulberry, Fla. In 2018, Christin was
awarded Teacher of the Year at the school.

“At the heart of Dr.
Judy’s research is the
role of simulated
flight training in
preparing competent
naval aviators.”
When he is not flying planes as a pilot
or completing research, you can find
Aaron outdoors. “I love fishing and
hunting, so that’s where you’ll usually
find me,” he said. Aaron and Christin
are also both very involved in their
church and have taken missions trips to
Nicaragua, Ecuador and the Dominican
Republic. They also lead a small group
in their home, and Christin helps with
children’s ministry.

Aaron is currently using what he learned
during the program to continue studying
flight training for the military. “My day
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Uchenna Kanu
COMPETING
ON THE
WORLD
STAGE
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T

here are some moments
that come once in a
lifetime. UCHENNA
“UCHE” KANU’s ’19
moment was in front
of thousands of fans
as she debuted for Nigeria in the 2019
FIFA Women’s World Cup — the most
prestigious stage for any soccer player.
As she stepped up to the sideline to be
subbed onto the field, the commentators
boasted on her scoring record from her
season at Southeastern to over 1 million
viewers on live television. Proudly
representing her country, Uche would go
on to play for Nigeria in every game.
“I was honored to get the invite to play
on the team. At first, I wasn’t expecting it.
But, when I got the call, it was like a huge
moment for me. It was pretty amazing,”
said Uche.
The World Cup was held in France
during June and July, with 24 countries
from around the world competing for the
gold trophy. The Nigerian women’s team
made history, advancing to the round of
16 for the first time in 20 years.
“Being on the team that made history, I
felt really proud of myself to have made it
to that point. It was really good to see that
my team really worked hard and made it.
Not a lot of African teams make it to that
stage,” she said.
In Nigeria’s final game of the competition
against Germany, in the knockout stage
and round of 16, Uche was selected for
the starting lineup.
“Starting against the German team, that
was huge for me. I didn’t expect that, but
I was working hard to make sure that I
kept my head up. I believed that I could
play at that level, and I could do whatever

others were doing. Although we lost
against Germany, it was a cool experience
for me to get to play with the players
from Germany,” she said.
During her time training and competing
with the national team, Uche was able
to play alongside some seasoned players,
including Asisat Oshoala, who plays
for one of the premier clubs in Europe,
Barcelona FC (Futbol Club).
“I really learned a lot from the team,
learning the way they played and getting
involved in the activities at the camp.
It was just me looking up to them and
learning from them the whole time. I
would apply what I have seen them do
in my own game. It helped me get better
and build my confidence,” said Uche.
Uche earned her spot on the women’s
team after impressing Nigeria’s coaches
at the West Africa Cup of Nations in
May of 2019. During that tournament,
Nigeria placed first, and she took home
the Golden Boot for most goals scored.
Her successful summer didn’t stop there.
When she returned to Florida, fresh from
the World Cup, Uche went to play for
Pensacola FC. The team won the Women’s
Premier Soccer League national title, and
Uche was named the championship’s
most outstanding offensive player.
“It was a really good experience. It’s a
high-level league; we are playing with
athletes from Division I level schools.The
team spirit was amazing. The coaching
staff were all great people,” said Uche.
In her final season playing for
Southeastern’s women’s soccer team,
Uche broke the national record for
career goals at any four-year college.
The previous year, in 2018, she held the
highest-scoring record in all divisions,

male or female, at 57 goals. She ended
her collegiate career in December,
scoring 157 goals throughout her four
years at Southeastern. At the end of the
2019 season, she was named the NAIA
Player of the Year. “Uchenna Kanu Day”
was proclaimed in the city of Lakeland
on November 18, 2019, in honor of her
national record. Uche was also nominated
for the African Female Athlete of the Year.
“I am really proud to have broken the
record. Most importantly, I feel blessed.
Without the gifts that God has given
me, without the strength He has given
me every day, I would not be able to
perform. Of course, I give Him all the
glory. I feel like my team played a huge
part in my success because without them,
on the field the passes they give me or off
the field the advice they give me, maybe
I wouldn’t be able to achieve all of that.
God is the source of it,” she said.
More
than
her
own
personal
achievements, Uche is also a team player.
For the 42 goals she has scored this past
season, she also provided 20 assists.
“Uche is an unselfish player,” said
Southeastern head coach Randi Belli.
“In the game against SCAD, she was in a
position to break the record, but she saw a
teammate with a better chance and made
the pass. Those kinds of decisions are
what set her apart as a great teammate.”
“I like assisting my teammates too and
not just scoring by myself. Because
sometimes I am not in a position to score.
It would be selfish to just shoot the ball. I
like to give it to someone else that is in a
better position to finish it,” Uche added.
Uche was first scouted to play for
Southeastern by Belli after he saw her
play in the U17 and U20 (junior) FIFA
World Cups.
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For as long as she can remember, Uche
has been playing soccer in Abia, Nigeria.
She aspired to be like the professional
soccer player Cristiano Ronaldo.

practice and watch me train. She bought
me cleats. She supported me financially.
She tried as much as she could to equip
me to be successful,” she said.

“I remember playing with no shoes, with
boys on the street. I would sneak out
of the house to go play soccer with my
friends,” she added.

Although it has been difficult to have
her mom in Nigeria, Uche makes sure
to celebrate her achievements with her
mom, and called her after every World
Cup game she played.

Uche laughed as she recalls how her mom
would get onto her about playing on the
streets without any shoes. She recognizes
that her success is also due to the support
she received from her mom.
“My mom would come to my games and
watch me play. She would even come to
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“She watches every game. She expects me
to score every time. She always tells me,
‘Just so you know, it’s your job to score.’
She has been supportive the whole time,”
said Uche.

Reflecting on her time at Southeastern,
Uche is grateful for her team and the
support she has received. Since playing for
Southeastern, the women’s soccer team
received their highest national ranking
at first in the NAIA. The team even
advanced the furthest in history, reaching
the national semifinals in 2018 and 2019.
“The team bonding is great. Everybody
is there for each other, even off the field.
Everybody is working for each other
and supporting each other spiritually. It’s
amazing to have that team spirit of a group
of girls coming together, chasing one goal
and helping each other,” Uche added.

Nigeria versus Germany in the Round of 16. Uchenna Kanu (#12) pictured sixth from the right.
Photo: Zhizhao Wu / Contributor via Getty Images

She noted how Southeastern provided
the opportunity to get more exposure
as an athlete, and how the coaches have
helped her improve her technical abilities.
Uche adds that her time at Southeastern
has helped her realize that her gift is not
her own.
“Giving God the glory is the most
important thing to me. Soccer is just a
platform for me to glorify God,” she said.
“I don’t think it’s a stretch to say that
Uche is one of the most talented studentathletes to ever wear a Southeastern
uniform,” said DREW WATSON ’18
(MBA), director of athletics. “But what
truly sets Uche apart is her perspective

on the game. She realizes her abilities are
gifts from God and works very hard to
make sure she is using those gifts to the
fullest.”
Looking to the future, Uche plans to play
professionally. Her dream is to play in
England for the Premier League, the top
level of English soccer, and to eventually
compete in the Champions League, an
annual soccer club competition for the
top teams in Europe.

Realizing that most professional soccer
careers end when athletes are in their
mid-thirties, Uche hopes to use her
degree in sport management to work in
game operations at a professional soccer
club and become a coach.
“I want to say thank you to my teammates,
the SEU women’s soccer team, for the
opportunity to be a part of the program.
They have offered me support. I am also
thankful for everybody else who has been
supportive of me,” said Uche.

“When I transition from here, I am
looking to play professionally. I don’t want
my career to end with my last
college game,” she added.
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Karen Beiler

COFFEE WITH
A MISSION
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Karen (Dickey) ’07 and Justin Beiler

K

AREN
(DICKEY)
BEILER ’07 believes
that missions and coffee
go hand in hand.

In a quaint and booming
area of downtown Springfield, Mo.,
Karen and her husband, Justin, own a
renovated historical building that houses
their coffee company, a boutique hotel
and a coworking space. The building
is home to Eurasia Coffee Company, a
missions-centered business that invests
in missionaries and ministry projects
in Eurasia.
With numerous years spent overseas
as missionary kids, Justin and Karen
realize the significance of giving back
to missions. Karen spent the majority of
her life in Japan before returning to the
United States for college. Justin grew up
in Austria. She met Justin while they were

working as staff members at a missionary
kid retreat in Colorado in 2014. Karen
started helping with Eurasia Coffee
Company while they were dating and
soon found her international business
degree to come in handy.
Following her parents, JIM ’75
and BRENDA (JOHNSON) ’72
DICKEY, Karen decided to attend
Southeastern. She enrolled as a business
major with a dream of traveling and
seeing the world.
“I wanted to travel. I was very thankful
for my upbringing. I really enjoyed being
in other cultures, and I thought a degree
in international business was a good way
to combine my passions,” said Karen.
Karen remembers that Southeastern did
not have an international business degree
when she first arrived. She jokes that she

pestered Dr. Lyle Bowlin, now dean of
the Jannetides College of Business and
Entrepreneurial Leadership, about adding
the degree until it was offered as an
official bachelor’s degree.
Fresh out of college, Karen went to
work at SMBC Nikko Securities Inc.,
a Japanese financial institution in New
York. She worked in the middle offices
between the trading rooms and the back
offices. “I really liked being with Japanese
people and using my language skills. But,
working in finance didn’t feel like where
I wanted to be long term,” added Karen.
During that time, Karen started to pick up
a knack for taking photos. She purchased
her own camera and started out taking
wedding photos for friends. After six
years of working at the financial institute
and getting tired of the commute, Karen
left to start her own business.
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“I left my international business
world to work for myself as a wedding
photographer. Wedding photography
allowed me to travel,” she said.
In the midst of her growing wedding
photography business, Karen met Justin.
At the time, he was living in Springfield,
Mo., and had started what used to be
known as Eurasia Cafe. Six months
later, Karen left Brooklyn, N.Y., for
Springfield to move closer to Justin,
and started helping with the company
even before they were married. The
two were married in 2015. Since
then, Karen has taken over several
responsibilities within Eurasia Coffee
Company from overseeing branding and
marketing to helping manage the day-today business operations.
“At the time we met, Justin was developing a business-as-missions company
that would utilize coffee to share the
story, bring awareness and give back to
missions projects happening in the region
of Eurasia,” said Karen.
The vision behind Eurasia Coffee
Company transpired between Justin and
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his father, OMAR BEILER ’98. Omar
has been with Assemblies of God World
Missions (AGWM) since 1992 and has
served as the Eurasia Regional Director
since 2007. As a missionary, traveling to
different churches in the United States,
Omar noticed the growth in coffee
bars at churches. He frequently saw a
coffee bar on one side of a church and
the missions board on the other. Omar
looked for a way to combine them.
That’s when Eurasia Cafe, now known as
Eurasia Coffee Company, was started.
“We wanted to take advantage of the
growing coffee culture. Our vision was
to tell our story by providing coffee,
consultation and missions stories to
churches who wished to partner with us,”
said Omar.
A few years later, the coffee company was
transferred to private ownership under
Justin.
“When church congregations see what’s
happening on the mission field and the
great need that is there, they are inspired
to come, and in the very least, support
through prayer or giving financially,” said

Karen. “In a region as sensitive as Eurasia,
you have to be innovative in how you
minister. We know one family working
as architects; others have chosen coffee.
We hope to develop a curriculum to
assist fellow coffee wallahs, as we call
them, to successfully run their businessas-missions initiative.”
Eurasia Coffee Company’s coffee comes
from all over the world. They have a
partner who roasts coffee beans for them.
Their signature blends include coffee
from Ethiopia, Jamaica, Indonesia and
throughout South America. Although
their flagship coffee shop is located in
Springfield, they sell wholesale coffee to
more than 200 churches and businesses
across the United States.
“We try to source single-origin coffee
from places our partners are working in.
The churches who purchase our coffee
have coffee shops or some kind of coffee
ministry in which they share the stories
that we share with them — stories from
the mission field, stories of hope and
change,” added Karen.

Eurasia Coffee Company has contributed
to projects in more than 44 countries
and territories in Eurasia. One of
the nonprofit organizations that they
contribute to is Project Rescue in India.
Project Rescue was founded by DAVID
GRANT ’68 and his wife, Beth, with
a mission to rescue and restore victims
of sexual slavery through the love and
power of Jesus Christ. Another example is
Uttam’s Place, which is a tutoring center
for girls living in extreme poverty located
in Bangladesh.

renovated it and repurposed materials for
the hotel rooms, such as using wood from
the old floors to build bed frames. The
coworking space takes up a portion of
the first floor of the building. The Beilers
wanted to create a community where
people could share resources and ideas. In
addition to the coworking space, they also
have two event rental rooms.
“We want to engage locally to share what
is happening globally,” said Karen.

“We give back 10 percent of our sales
to organizations and projects that are
fighting human trafficking and poverty
through working alongside people
who are spreading hope, change and
opportunities for others,” said Karen.

Every day looks different for the Beilers.
Though Justin is the director of
development and Karen is the creative
director, some days consist of anything
from maintenance on the building,
hotel room turnovers, packaging coffee,
checking in guests and even making
meals for the cafe.

In addition to owning and managing
Eurasia Coffee Company, Karen and
Justin also own a boutique hotel and a
coworking space, Social Inc. The hotel
has six bedrooms on the top floor that
are themed after different cities in
Eurasia. The building used to be an opera
house and is located right next to a
railroad. They gutted the entire building,

“Once you start doing work that
gives back and has a greater purpose
behind it, you don’t really want to
go back. We don’t always make a
huge impact — there is always more
to be done. But, if we’re able to do
something, we are thankful,” said Karen.

Their future goals include continuing
to grow their businesses and developing
coffee farms in Nepal and India. “We
would love to work with local farmers as
a ministry tool. There is a lot of potential
in those countries; they just don’t often
have the resources to farm good quality
coffee,” said Karen.
Outside of their businesses, Justin is
working on a home renovation for
Karen’s parents. Karen enjoys cooking
new recipes that they can use in their
cafe. In the midst of their busy schedules,
they make spending time with their twoyear-old daughter a priority. They also
take one big international trip a year to
connect with their partners in Eurasia.
“Somehow we are able to turn our passions
into our careers, and every day we’re so
thankful that we are able to do that,”
said Karen. “We don’t take it for granted.
Through it all, one thing I’ve taken away
is how important community is. Finding
community and having the mentality that
we are all in this together — that’s when
there’s real growth. We have been so
blessed with the community around us.”
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The Ainsworths

ENTREPRENEURS
AT HEART
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Chad ’10 and Brittany (Clements) ’09 Ainsworth

L

ess than one percent
of applicants are
accepted to become
operators at Chickfil-A
each
year.
B R I T TA N Y
(CLEMENTS)
AINSWORTH
’09 was one of them. As the operator
of the Chick-fil-A in Palm Beach
Gardens Mall, one of the busiest malls
in the country, Brittany leads a team
of enthusiastic workers who aim to
provide Chick-fil-A’s famous secondmile service to their customers.
“I consider my role to be one of support.
I equip, encourage and make sure my
team is excited about what they do. I
ensure that they have the knowledge
and tools to do their jobs well through
lots of teaching, development and
training,” said Brittany.
During her high school years, Brittany
worked as a cashier at her local Chickfil-A, and during college, she continued
to work when she came home on
breaks. While at Southeastern, she
worked as a cashier in Mi Casa, the
campus convenience store, where she
and CHAD AINSWORTH ’10 often
ran into each other.
Brittany and Chad met during their
first year at Southeastern in 2008.
Brittany was pursuing journalism and
public relations, and Chad was
studying communications. After often
seeing each other in passing, they
began consistently spending time
together as their friends hosted group
viewings of the TV show “Lost” in
one of the dorm’s common rooms.

“One of the first times we hung out was
when he invited me over to play Guitar
Hero during Bauer’s open dorms,” said
Brittany.They began dating in March of
2008, and one year later Chad proposed.
After the Ainsworths got married in
March of 2011, they moved to the
Washington, D.C., area where Brittany
found work at a Chick-fil-A. This took
her back to her high school and college
roots. Putting her public relations skills
to use, Brittany started a job in the
marketing department for the Chickfil-A in Sterling,Va.
“I found that it reinvigorated my
love for the company. By working
closely with the operator, I learned
a lot about the operator role,”
said Brittany.
While Brittany worked at Chickfil-A, Chad worked as a multimedia
production specialist, allowing him
to use his creative skills to develop
print materials, design layouts, and
do photography and videography
work. He also continued to pursue
photography on the weekends taking
photojournalism assignments with local
newspapers, doing sports and wedding
photography and shooting music album
covers.
“I discovered that weddings were by
far the most lucrative and regular form
of work for me, so that’s what I began
to focus on,” said Chad. He started to
build his wedding photography business
in Virginia and found both success
and joy in doing work that he was
passionate about.
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A year into their marriage, the Ainsworths
talked about Brittany becoming an
owner/operator for Chick-fil-A. Starting
Brittany’s journey to becoming the
operator of her own Chick-fil-A store,
the Ainsworths moved back to Florida
where she worked as a director at a
Chick-fil-A store in Stuart.

grow their family when they had their
daughter, Claire.
Brittany loves being in a business
partnership with Chick-fil-A because she
feels that they truly value each owner/
operator of every franchise location.
She even recalls meeting the CEO, Dan
Cathy, and him remembering her name.

In the summer of 2014, Brittany was
accepted for the corporate-based
Chick-fil-A Interim Manager Program.
The Ainsworths moved every couple
of months as Brittany gained more
experience managing multiple Chickfil-A restaurants that were in between
owners.

“Going into business with Chick-fil-A is
very unique in that I really feel like they
pay attention to me in my role at my
restaurant. Their attention to each store
is very concentrated, which is unique,
especially in the quick-service industry,”
said Brittany.

In the spring of 2016, Brittany was
awarded her first ownership of a Chickfil-A franchise in Midland, Texas. That
same year, the Ainsworths began to

Brittany took over ownership at the
Chick-fil-A in Palm Beach Gardens,
Fla., in December of 2018, and their
family moved from Texas back to Florida.
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Operating a Chick-fil-A is more than
just hiring employees and selling food.
Brittany and her team also work to make
a difference in their community.
“We are very involved in the local high
schools, and we donate to local auctions
and charities. We also host spirit nights
when we invite the organizations to
come, and we donate a percentage of
our proceeds from that night to those
charities,” said Brittany.
As Brittany operated the Chick-fil-A,
Chad found a creative outlet in what
seemed like an unlikely place. He
always enjoyed riding his motorcycle,
and he loved the motorcycle culture.
On YouTube, he realized that there was
a whole community of people calling
themselves, “moto vloggers,” taking
GoPro videos of themselves riding

motorcycles. He realized there was a gap
in the community that he could fill. He
had the knowledge, skills and equipment
to create more cinematic videos of
something that a whole community
already supports. He watched his channel,
“Beachbiker,” quickly grow to 7,000
subscribers.
For safety purposes, Chad recently
shifted the focus of his channel from
biking to educational photography and
videography content. He has received
immense support from his subscribers
who want to continue to support him
and his vlogs.
“My vlog channel really has roots to my
time back in college and my experience
with video and film at Southeastern,”
said Chad, recalling the videos he
made for the Student Body Leadership

“I consider my role
to be one of support.
I equip, encourage
and make sure my
team is excited
about what they do.”
Council (SBLC) and a Thursday Night
Live (TNL) video he made with ROB
SHANNON ’11. “I’m so appreciative
of having Brittany as my wife, who
understands and cherishes my desire to
have a creative outlet. Even though I’m
a stay-at-home dad, I never can shake
that entrepreneurial mindset. I’m so
thankful that she is supportive of me in
my creative ventures.”

Chad takes Claire to Chick-fil-A at
least once a week to eat lunch and visit
Brittany. He always orders a number one
chicken sandwich meal with a sweet tea.
“Classic, but does the trick every time!”
said Chad.
The Ainsworths are both very active and
enjoy working toward health and fitness
goals. Chad likes to jog downtown in the
mornings, and Brittany enjoys going for
runs and going to the gym.
Chad and Brittany currently attend
the church that Brittany grew up in.
Their story is certainly unique, but
they love the work that they do and the
flexibility that it gives their family as they
raise Claire.
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The Brookes

TAKING AIM TOGETHER

W

hen
ELTON
“PEPPER” ’91
and DONNA
(DOUGLASS)
’93 BROOKE
held a bow
for the first time, they knew they were
hooked. “I’ll be honest, the moment we
both picked up a bow we fell in love with
the sport of archery. It was an instant
thing,” said Donna.
It all started with wanting to do a sport
together when they retired. The first
sport they tried was golf, but Donna soon
found it wasn’t for her. Around that time,
their son-in-law, WALT ALTMAN
’99, and oldest grandson developed
an interest in archery. For Christmas,
they went to purchase a bow for their
grandson. That’s when it all started.
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Elton "Pepper" '91 and Donna (Douglass) '93 Brooke

“We joined a range soon after. Within a
year we started competing. Some of our
friends noticed how much we enjoyed
archery and began asking us to take them
to the archery range and show them how
to shoot a bow. We knew we needed
more training and certification so we
eventually went on to earn S3DA Level
I and USA Level I and II certifications.
It’s been about six years since then, and
we still enjoy sharing our passion for
archery,” said Donna.
Pepper and Donna are traditional archers
who participate in three dimensional (3D)
shooting. Traditional archery includes
recurve and longbow style bows. The
type of targets they shoot at are typically
3D foam animals, such as a deer or a hog.
In traditional archery, the bow does not
have any sights or fancy gadgets. It is one
of the simplest forms of archery. It is not

unusual in this form of archery for men
and women to compete together.
Donna finished in the top 10 in the
Florida Archery Shooters Association
State Championship in July of 2019.
Earlier that year, in the Traditional
Archery Society’s regional competition,
Donna placed first in the women’s recurve
division and Pepper placed second in the
men’s recurve division.
The Brookes’s weekends might look
a bit different than most. With a bow
and arrow in hand, the couple can be
found competing in a variety of archery
competitions. One of their favorites to
participate in is the ironman archery
competition.
The ironman range consists of 10 targets
selectively placed to make them almost

Donna and Pepper with their grandson

impossible to see. Some of the targets
are steel outlines of animals with small
openings that the archer must shoot
through. In this competition, an archer is
only permitted to use one arrow. If the
arrow becomes damaged, the archer may
use anything found on the range to repair
the arrow and keep shooting.
“I was shooting at the steel plate target,
aiming for the foam circle and hit the
steel plate. The arrow cracked and the
point fell out. Using some pine tree sap,
I was able to put it back in place and kept
going,” said Pepper. “The arrow got so
bad. I was using mud and leaves to keep
the point in the arrow. I didn’t win but I
made it all the way through the course.
The best part was that I beat Donna!”
Donna only made it to eight targets
before her arrow gave way.

Although Donna and Pepper didn’t
delve into their newfound passion until
recently, they had prior experiences
with archery when they were children.
Since retiring, archery has been Donna’s
primary focus. Until recently, Donna
was an instructor at their local archery
club. She has decided to take some time
off from instruction to enjoy spending
time with their grandsons. Pepper is the
principal at Seacoast Christian Academy
in Jacksonville, Fla. Donna previously
worked as a math and science teacher at
the same school.
“This is a sport that anybody can get
in to — no matter what your skillset.
Families shoot together. We shoot with
our grandson. You don’t have to be a
spectator in this sport,” said Donna.

When the Brookes instructed at the Fort
Caroline Archery Club in Jacksonville,
they taught anything from one-hour
classes to recurring lessons for students
with an interest in pursuing the sport of
archery. It also was a natural way for them
to share their faith.
“Archery is one of the fastest-growing
sports in the nation, especially amongst
women. It’s a sport where you don’t
necessarily have to be athletic,” said
Donna.
The Brookes found that a lot of youth
and children who don’t normally enjoy
sports excelled in archery.
“It’s fun to watch the progress of a kid
over a few short weeks. They initially
struggle to draw a bow back. And before
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is a sport that
“ This
anybody can get
in to — no matter
what your skillset.
Families shoot
together. We shoot
with our grandson.
You don’t have
to be a spectator
in this sport.
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you know it, they are drawing, setting up,
holding the bow at draw weight, releasing
and making great shots. The satisfaction
and joy you see on their faces makes it
worthwhile,” said Pepper.
As they instructed youth, the Brookes
found that many of the parents developed
an interest in archery. It soon becomes a
family sport and a great way for them to
spend time together.
They have even been able to tell people
about attending their alma mater in
Lakeland. The couple met at what was
then South-Eastern Bible College
in 1972. Their story started in the
Pansler building.

Pepper

Donna

“I first met Donna when she was waiting
for her friends to go off campus for dinner.
I remember thinking, ‘She’s pretty.’ We
would chat back and forth occasionally
after that,” said Pepper.
Pepper asked Donna on their first date
while they were watching TV in the
Pansler building. It was a Thursday night,
and he asked Donna to attend church
with him on Sunday.
“That was a safe first date. We went to
church that Sunday at the old First
Assembly. Then, we went canoeing,”
he added.
From canoeing, they went to church
again that night and later went for a
moonlit walk around Lake Morton.
“It was a very romantic setting. We were
sitting by the lake, the moon was shining

Pepper gives Donna her engagement ring

perfectly on her face. That was the night
of our first kiss, and I knew that she was
the one. I remember thinking ‘That’s it,
I’m done for.’ We were married about a
year later,” he said.
The Brookes were married in April of
1973. They remained at Southeastern for
another year before taking a break from
school for nearly fifteen years to pursue
other ministry opportunities. It was a way
for them to gain more experience and
decide what they wanted to do. However,
they felt the need to finish their degrees.
In November of 1988, they moved back
to Lakeland to pursue schooling and
returned as residence life coordinators
in the summer of 1989. They both
earned their degrees, even taking classes
under professors who used to be their
former classmates.
“This school has been a part of our family.
I think that is true for a lot of people.
It becomes a legacy. Southeastern will
always be a part of our spiritual DNA,”
said Donna.
“It’s not just where we went to college;
it’s a part of our lives. It’s kind of like
home in some way. It meant a lot to us
and still means a lot to us,” said Pepper.
“Southeastern was really unique for us
because of the spiritual development,

the growth, the relationships we made
and finding our calling. Southeastern is
a generational school. It’s coming home.”
The Brookes spent another 12 years at
Southeastern before moving to North
Carolina and eventually to Jacksonville.
While at Southeastern, Pepper served
as the vice president of student life
and Donna worked as the resident life
coordinator, in the accounting office
and in student ministry before working
as Pepper’s secretary. The Brookes’s
daughter, KIMBERLY ALTMAN ’98,
spent most of her growing-up years at
the university and even met her husband,
Walt, at Southeastern.
As the Brookes look to the future,
they plan to continue to pursue
archery together as they invest in the
next generation.
“We get to talk to mothers and fathers
of kids we instruct, and they will now
ask us to pray for them. If we can make
someone thirsty to know the Savior,
that’s all I want. We want to share Christ
and enjoy the sport,” said Donna.
“Our ultimate goal is to let Christ shine
through us through the sport we love,”
added Pepper.
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THE SWEET LIFE

OF LACY O’CONNOR
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ACY (MCDOUGALL)
O’CONNOR ’12 is
used to early mornings.
She arrives at Josephine, a
fine-dining Pennsylvania
Dutch-inspired restaurant
in Nashville, Tenn., at 6 a.m. Putting
on her chef ’s apron, she gets started on
preparing pastries and desserts for the
day. For Lacy, it’s treasured memories that
inspired her to develop and grow a skillset
in baking — eventually becoming a pastry
chef. She remembers the countless hours
she spent in the kitchen growing up.
“I grew up baking with my mom and
gram. My mom was the person who
taught me how to bake. I have a lot of
fond memories in the kitchen, including
baking and cooking with my gram. It was
always a part of what I did with my family,”
said Lacy.
Originally from Canada, Lacy moved
to Florida to attend Southeastern. Her
interest in the school piqued after seeing
the focus on music and attending a Fire
Fall event. She quickly became involved
with the music group on campus. In her
senior year of college, Lacy started to
look for career ideas since she was still
uncertain of what she wanted to do with
her degree in practical ministries.
“My experience at Southeastern changed
my life. The people who I met there are
still some of my closest friends. I still try
and connect with professors.”
With fond memories of baking and
with graduation quickly approaching,
she started exploring culinary schools. A
few weeks before graduation, Lacy was

accepted into Le Cordon Bleu College
of Culinary Arts in Chicago, Ill. Although
Le Cordon Bleu extension sites recently
closed down in the U.S., the renowned
cooking school was affiliated with the
French school where Julia Child studied.

and she was looking for an assistant. Lacy
applied for the position and has been
working there for the past four years.
With a Pennsylvania-Dutch influence,
the restaurant specializes in what Lacy
describes as “soul and comfort food.”

“This degree was so hands-on. I was
exhausted from being on my feet,”
she said.

One of their specialty desserts is their
cobbler. Depending on the season, they
offer a variety of fruits in the cobbler
from apples in the fall to peaches in the
summer. Lacy plays a part in making
everything from hand-spun ice cream to
fresh pie dough for cobblers. In addition to
desserts, she also helps make pretzel bread.
Another one of their popular desserts is
three chocolate chip cookies topped with
homemade ice cream.

Lacy earned an associate’s degree in
baking and pastry arts. For a year and a
half, she attended classes in person, before
heading to Nashville for a three-month
internship at the Hermitage Hotel, an
upscale hotel located across the street
from the Legislative Plaza and Tennessee
Museum.
“It was a jump into the industry. I did a lot
of baking for dinner service and turndown
service. It was a great experience because
I had my hands in everything, and it was
fast-paced.”

“One of my favorite things is ice cream.
I love the whole process. We can play
around with flavors and really experiment
with it once we have a base recipe.”

She would arrive at work as early as
5 a.m. and work until 2 p.m. During her
shift, Lacy would bake everything from
breakfast meals to plated desserts for the
evening. She made muffins, croissants,
coconut cake, homemade ice cream
and granola.

An average day for Lacy starts at 6 a.m. and
ends at 3 p.m. She begins with preparing
desserts and breads for the day. There are
only two pastry chefs at the restaurant,
so they work to make sure everything is
prepared in the beginning of the week
for the rest of the week. “I usually go in
and look at what we need from the night
before. I do the production shift.”

“I don’t think I ever worked so hard. I
used so much of my energy just trying to
keep up with the pace. It taught me about
efficiency. I felt like the hotel was a great
first experience,” she added.

One thing Lacy has learned is that being
a pastry chef is physically demanding. “I
started stretching before I go to work. It’s
so much more labor intensive if I am not
aware of what I am doing.”

After her second year at the hotel, one
of the pastry chefs she had previously
worked under went to work at Josephine,

A highlight of her job is being able to see
how much people enjoy the desserts and
pastries she makes.
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“It’s just so fun to make baked goods and pastries for
people who don’t necessarily bake. Everyone will cook
to some extent, but not everybody bakes or has an interest
in baking. It’s just fun to present a dish to someone, and
they are excited about it. It really is rewarding,” said Lacy.
In the fall of 2019, Lacy decided to start working only
four days a week to make time for her music. She
recorded her first EP, “Orchards,” in the summer of 2018
and released the first single in January of 2019. “This
first project was a lot of worship music. It’s a lot about
my relationship with the Lord. It’s really special to me.”
With the release of her EP, Lacy has been able to tour
around the country and looks to continue to pursue
music in addition to working as a pastry chef. In the
future, she would like to open a coffee shop as a ministry
using her skillset in baking and her practical ministry
degree. She hopes the coffee shop will be an outreach
opportunity for people who might not normally attend
a church. She also plans to incorporate a space for local
artists to play their music.
“I see the coffee shop as a way to do ministry. I want
to be able to build relationships and build community,”
she said.
For now, Lacy is enjoying the season that she is in and
has been able to meet a lot of supportive people through
her time at Josephine.
“I have met such great people along the way. I am just
thankful because everyone at Josephine wants you to
succeed and to be able to have this life work balance,”
said Lacy. “Being a pastry chef has seriously taught me so
much discipline and efficiency. I have learned so many
skills in the kitchen that I have been able to take and put
into other things in my life.”
Outside of the kitchen, Lacy enjoys gardening and
learning how to care for houseplants, in addition to
reading and traveling with her husband, Kevan. Lacy
met Kevan on a blind date at the Lincoln Park Zoo in
Chicago, while she was studying at Le Cordon Bleu.
They were married in June of 2015.
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Lacy and Kevan

Lacy’s Favorite
Chocolate Flourless Cake

Ingredients
• 9 oz dark chocolate
• 9 oz (18 Tbls) unsalted butter —
Preferably European style
• 1 1/2 cups granulated sugar
• 7 large eggs
• 1 tsp vanilla
• 1/2 tsp salt

Directions
• Preheat oven to 375°
• Grease and line the bottom and
sides of a 9-inch springform pan
• Cover the bottom of the pan
with parchment paper
• Melt chocolate and butter
• Stir in sugar and let cool for
a minute
• Add eggs one at a time and
whisk together (the consistency
should look silky and thick)
• Add vanilla
• Pour batter into pan
• Bake for 30 minutes and check
• You’ll know it’s done when it
looks slightly set — a little jiggle
in the center is fine. It’s hard
to over-bake this cake though,
so if you’re nervous about
under-baking, add a few
more minutes.
I love to pair this cake with macerated
strawberries and homemade whipped
cream. To make the strawberries,
slice the berries and add a little bit of
sugar and lemon juice. Store covered
in the fridge until needed.
I usually don’t measure out anything
exact for the whipped cream — the
sweetness is definitely a preference.
I add heavy cream, powdered sugar,
a little vanilla and pinch of salt to
a mixer with a whip attachment.
I usually whip until combined, and
then I’ll taste to see if more sugar
is needed. Once the flavor is where
you want it, whip it to stiff peaks,
and then it’s ready to serve!

Recipe adapted from Erin Clarke of Well Plated (wellplated.com).
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Tiffany Hammer
WITH ELEVATION WORSHIP

I

In 2017, Tiffany graduated with a degree
in practical ministry. Over the course of
her four years at Southeastern, she was an
integral member of SEU Worship. The
experiences and life lessons she gained
during that time shaped her for what
she’s doing now.

Elevation is a multi-site church founded
and pastored by Steven Furtick. It is
also home to Elevation Worship, a wellknown, contemporary worship music
band.

“Not only did I learn so much about
the songwriting process, but my SEU
Worship community highlighted certain
gifts they saw within me that I was able
to grow while I was there,” Tiffany said.
“I can now help my own team members
at Elevation in that same way.”

t was only a few years
ago
that
TIFFANY
HAMMER ’17 stood on
the stage in Bush Chapel
leading the Southeastern
student body in worship.
Now, she’s leading worship full time at
the Uptown campus of Elevation Church
in Charlotte, N.C.

It was during her time at Southeastern
that Tiffany was really able to discover
what she wanted to do in ministry.
“I always knew I wanted to do something
with ministry, but it was through my
experiences at Southeastern that I gained
confidence in that calling,” said Tiffany.
“It was over time that God had eventually
opened my heart to leading worship.”
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After graduation, Tiffany dove headfirst
into a six-month apprenticeship program
at Elevation Church. She experienced
all they had to offer in the form of
classes, mentors and culture. When she
completed the program, Tiffany was
recruited as the full-time worship leader
for the church’s Uptown campus.
At the heart of Charlotte, the Uptown
campus is a vastly diverse congregation.

“I think this is the coolest picture of what
heaven will be like,” said Tiffany.
Tiffany leads the worship experiences
every Sunday morning and Wednesday
night, which involves coordinating,
scheduling and programming the
rehearsals and services.
Recently, Tiffany has been able to play a
part in an exciting project, the launch of
the new youth worship group, Elevation
Rhythm. Not only has she been
contributing a lot of songwriting to this
new group, but she’s also been devoting
a lot of attention to the main Elevation
Worship group.
Elevation Worship’s latest release was an
EP titled “At Midnight,” and it has been
circulating music streaming platforms
since August of 2019. On Spotify
specifically, they’ve been able to attract
more than 2.7 million monthly listeners.
Tiffany was able to act as a contributing
writer for two of the songs off the recent

EP, “With You” and “It Is So.” Each of
these songs has gained around 3 million
views on YouTube. Originally, “With
You” was released in April as a single
led by Tiffany, but it did so well that the
band decided to record a live version for
the EP.
Tiffany and two other members of the
group wrote “With You” in May of 2018.
“It’s the craziest, most humbling
experience to be able to see the song from
its very first stages all the way through to
an album recording,” said Tiffany. “When
we were first writing ‘With You,’ we just
asked God what the church needed to
sing, and then the song came naturally
together.”
Despite all of the excitement of the
amassing popularity, Tiffany stays
grounded in a humbling perspective.
“It’s so cool to have a song out, but it’s
genuinely only fulfilling when you
hear someone talk about how much it’s
impacted their life,” said Tiffany. “I don’t
think there’s another feeling that could
compare to knowing that someone’s
life is being impacted by something that
you’re giving your life to.”
Outside of songwriting, the typical dayto-day hustle usually keeps Tiffany pretty
busy throughout the week.
“My life every day is literally so different —
our church moves really fast,” said Tiffany.
Usually on Mondays and Wednesdays,
Tiffany can be found working at
the Uptown campus location, while
Tuesdays and Thursdays she could be
doing anything from studio writing to
recording. Friday is her day off and used
as a Sabbath or time of rest, as Sunday is a
whole day dedicated to being at church.
She also expressed the challenge that can
come along with working in ministry full
time. “It can be an interesting dynamic.
You can do His work without knowing

Him,” said Tiffany. “I learned to be sure
not to let that work replace my own
growth with God.”
When she’s not at Elevation,Tiffany loves
to spend time exploring and finding new
coffee shops or restaurants to go to in
her area. She also enjoys visiting any sort
of lake or beach where she can cool off,
relax and decompress from the week.
More recently,Tiffany has been presented
with many different opportunities of
travel between various performances, but
through that she recognizes the unique
privilege and value of being planted on a
specific campus.
“I think there’s something special in just
getting back to the basics and building
God’s church from the ground up,”
said Tiffany.
Through this season in particular, God
has been showing her new things and
spaces where she can grow. “Lately I’ve
been learning how to cultivate the fruit
of the spirit,” Tiffany said. “I’ve been
treating my heart like a garden, paying
attention to things that are growing and
paying attention to things that are dying.”
She emphasized, “I try to ask myself,
‘What am I letting grow, and what am I
cutting down?’”
All of the opportunities that Tiffany has
had the chance to be a part of over the
past few years, leads her to remember
a crucial lesson she had learned while
in SEU Worship. Their group pastor,
DAVID COOK, had emphasized the
importance of maintaining priorities
throughout the busy and transitional
seasons of life.
“He taught me that opportunity is not
my reward. Jesus is my reward. The
thing that we are to be running toward
is not our jobs, what we do or what we
want. It’s Jesus. Nothing else will satisfy,”
Tiffany said. “I walk in that daily.”
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FOCUS ON FACULTY

SEU PROFESSORS REACHING ALASKA
mainly catered to the Yupik people,
who are transported there by boat from
Emmonak and the surrounding villages.
“The Yupik kids and teens live in a really
tough environment physically, mentally
and spiritually,” said Shannon.
Plastow added, “It’s like being in a thirdworld country.”

Dr. Ed and Shannon Plastow

Although it is a part of the United States,
Alaska is often overlooked and forgotten.
Out in the barren wilderness, known as
the Alaskan Bush, there are little to no
churches. A few Southeastern professors
have noticed this need and have dedicated
many years to planting and sowing the
seeds of God’s love in various regions.

located on the Akularak River, 17 miles
from a village called Emmonak in the
Yukon Delta region. It is only accessible
by boat and has no running water or
electricity. The camp is powered by
generators, and food and water supplies
are prepared a year in advance and
shipped from Anchorage.

One of these professors is Dr. Ed Plastow,
professor of business. Plastow and his
wife, Shannon, have been involved in
missions efforts in Alaska for two decades.
“It’s been a twenty-year labor of love,”
said Plastow.
The Plastows first fell in love with Alaska
after taking a vacation there in the spring
of 1999. It wasn’t until the fall of 2000
that an article put out by the Assemblies
of God’s (AG) Pentecostal Evangel
caught their eye. It expressed a great need
for people to come work in the Alaskan
Bush. “That really touched us, and we
committed to Camp AN in May of
2001,” said Plastow.
Camp Agaiutim Nune (AN), meaning
“the place of God,” is a wilderness camp
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Many of the kids who attend the camp
come from villages with small homes.
Oftentimes, there is a lack of beds within
a household, making it impossible for
everyone to sleep at the same time.
Usually parents have the first pick,
leaving the children to roam around at
night. “The parenting is very different
from what we see in the lower 48,”
said Shannon.
While at camp, the kids and teens enjoy
a more structured schedule, consisting of
morning, afternoon and evening services
with worship, games and other fun
activities in between.They also encourage
the kids in their Bible reading by
memorizing verses and providing them
with their very own Bibles. “We tell
them, ‘This is the Word of God,’ so
it’s something they know is special,”
said Shannon.
For past campers, the Bibles they received
have become treasured possessions.
“People tell me those Bibles have been
spotted all over western Alaska now,”
said Shannon.

Every summer, Camp AN runs a kids
camp (ages 9-12), teen camp (13-18) and
family camp (all ages). There’s usually a
turnout of 80 to 120 children and teens
with a staff of 35 people.
In the summers, Plastow invests most
of his time into the administrative
operations of the camp, while Shannon
serves as the main cook. The camp has

Many times, Camp AN may be a child’s
or teen’s first encounter with Christ
and Christianity.
“The suicide rate in western Alaska is
the highest in the country. The Alaskan
people are forgotten, and they know
they’re forgotten,” said Shannon.

Dr. Samuel and Rita Hemby

This is what keeps Plastow and Shannon
coming back every year. “It’s just
amazing all the different things we’ve
seen God moving and doing out there,”
said Shannon.
Plastow and Shannon have also forged
a partnership between Southeastern’s
missions department, sending out
students and even some faculty members
to volunteer at the camp over the span
of 15 years.
Dr. Samuel Hemby, professor of practical
theology, also recognized the spiritual
needs of Alaska. For eight years, Hemby
and his wife, Rita, have dedicated many of
their summers to serving the Assemblies
of God (AG) in Alaska.
Hemby’s partnership with the AG Alaska
Ministry Network was originally formed
back in 2011 when he had been asked to
host a group at Southeastern called This
Generation Ministries. They were sent
by the Alaskan district superintendent,
Rev. Bill Welch, to promote and recruit
students for ministry opportunities in
churches, camps and short-term missions.
After Hemby hosted the group and
showed them around Southeastern’s
campus, Welch reached out to him,
and they formed a mutual connection.
What he hadn’t anticipated was what

Welch would ask of him months after
their introduction.

“The problem is getting people to come
and actually stay there,” said Hemby.

The next time Welch reached out
to Hemby, it was with the news of
a tragedy. One of the AG churches
outside of Anchorage had lost their
pastor and his wife of sixteen years in
a sudden accident. Welch expressed
the extent of the church’s trouble and
asked if Hemby could come and fill
in the need for immediate guidance.
Within the next week, Hemby and
Rita made arrangements to fly out and
fill in as interim pastors through the
difficult transition, and they stayed for
four months.

“The Alaskan people have very different
mindsets, and it’s hard to connect. It can
feel like a foreign country. It’s one of the
only places in the U.S. where you can
feel as if you’re completely out on the
mission field.”

That first experience of helping a
mourning church opened the door
to countless more opportunities. The
Hembys have returned almost every
summer to help with whatever is
needed. Sometimes that looks like
serving as interim pastors, administrators
or even figuring out the necessary
implementations to keep a struggling
church open.
“We’ve been able to assist the Network
in keeping churches open, as well as
helping to bring them some stability to
move forward. It’s been really cool to see
and be a part of,” said Hemby.

Despite the hardships that might come
with adjusting to the societal changes,
there are just as many unique aspects
that wouldn’t be able to be experienced
anywhere else. For instance, one of the
special places Hemby has been able to
visit is Metlakatla, a tight-knit, traditional
Tsimshian Indian community.
Hemby said, “On a small island like that,
it’s really easy to have a large impact, even
with something as simple as a vacation
Bible school. You’d hold a camp for
a week, and the whole island would
show up.”
Hemby’s desire for the future is to spread
the word about the numerous ministry
opportunities available in Alaska for
students and graduates. “There are many
churches and camps who are always
in need of people, as well as many
areas available for church-planting,”
said Hemby.

Even with the amount of traveling the
ministry requires, Hemby never left
his full-time position at Southeastern.
Over the years, he was able to adapt
his class schedules and summer months
to accommodate both commitments.
Hemby said, “My time working with the
Alaska Network and various churches
has provided me with very valuable
experiences to bring back and share with
my classes.”
Similar to the Plastows, the Hembys
recognize the difficulty in the cultural
differences of being in Alaska.
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EHLER RELEASES BOOK
about finding God’s will or general
decision-making, but many of them fall
to one extreme or another, claiming
that God either always or never provides
specific divine guidance. Ehler takes a
balanced path up the middle, teaching
that God can speak to people through the
supernatural, but also points out that it is
okay that this is not the norm.
“You don’t need to be paralyzed in the
absence of divine guidance,” said Ehler.
Dr. Alan Ehler, dean of the Barnett
College of Ministry & Theology, wrote
a book entitled “How to Make Big
Decisions Wisely:A Biblical and Scientific
Guide to Healthier Habits, Less Stress, a
Better Career and Much More.”

Ehler had been finishing up his master’s in
divinity degree when he first discovered
one of the ideas for the book. He began
an extensive study on the Apostle Paul
to gather inspiration from how he made
major decisions in the Book of Acts.

Using practical theology and studies of
how the brain operates under pressure,
Ehler offers a balanced perspective on
making big decisions as a Christian.
There are numerous books that talk

It wasn’t until he was at Southeastern
teaching a course on shaping practical
theology that he saw the need to move
forward with his idea.

“As I studied and researched for that class,
I really realized there was not a book out
there that seemed to integrate everything
that practical theology says, that could
also speak into the lives of both common
believers, pastors and leaders,” said Ehler.
Originally the book was intended to be
a master’s level textbook. “Along the way,
I got some help and encouragement that
this was the kind of stuff that ordinary,
everyday Christians need to have,” said
Ehler. “Because we all deal with big
decisions, and these decisions matter.”
Ehler’s hope is that his book can reach
and encourage people who need
guidance in their everyday lives. “I hope
it sets people free in both directions. To
be open to God’s voice when He chooses
to speak, but also, to not be held hostage
in its absence.”

ROHM PENS CHAPTER IN SERIAL NOVEL
Dr. Ric Rohm, associate professor of
business and leadership, recently published
a novel with nine of his close friends
and family members titled “In Our
Own Eyes.” The novel is a suspenseful,
Christian fiction story focused on a battle
between the forces of good and evil.
The original intent of developing a book
together came from Rohm’s father, Bill.
There were no concepts of what the
book would be about in the beginning,
all that was established was how they
would go about writing it. It was decided
that one person would write one chapter,
and then pass the manuscript on to the
next person. They would then write the
subsequent chapter built on what the
previous authors had established.
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“Once we got to where we thought
was about halfway done, we had to stop
adding new characters and bring the many
storylines to conclusion,” said Rohm.
“Finding out how someone directed or
changed the plot was always exciting to
read, as each chapter was shared with
everyone.”
Each of the ten writers had an extensive
background in a unique field, which
provided an abundance of knowledge
to ensure authenticity to each aspect of
the book. The writers’ careers included
retired and active-duty military officers,
attorneys, federal government officials,
college professors, and former FBI and
intelligence officials.

HACKETT JOINS THE RANKS OF SEU ALUMNI
After working at Southeastern for
more than 30 years, DR. WILLIAM
HACKETT, JR. ’19 (Ed.D.), provost
and professor of practical ministry, is
an official alumnus. Hackett decided to
return to the classroom as a student in
2017 to pursue his Doctor of Education.
He previously received his Doctor of
Ministry from Biola University.
“We operate as a leadership team under
the principles of framework leadership,
and one of the frameworks is the
breakthrough framework,” said Hackett.
“Dr. Ingle always encourages and
challenges us to develop ourselves for the
area in which we’re working. In addition
to that, I’ve been at Southeastern for over
30 years and never took a class, let alone
a program so I thought it was time to get
a degree from this institution.”

As the provost, Hackett oversees all of
the academic programs, curriculums
and faculty hiring. He first came to
Southeastern as a faculty member
teaching Bible and practical ministries,
and over the years has worked in different
positions. He also worked in the Student
Life Department and served as the vice
president for Academic Affairs for five
years under Dr. James Hennesy. He
continues to teach Homiletics and Jesus
and the Gospels.
Hackett’s dissertation examined how and
to what degree leaders at a Christian
university practice biblical principles in
their leadership.
“I looked at leaders in all different
departments on campus, and the results
of my research showed that we have some
good quality leaders here who are very

Dr. William Hackett, Jr. ’19
receives his Ed.D.

passionately practicing biblical principles
in their leadership,” he said. “It let me
know that we are doing a good job of
placing people in leadership who have
the DNA and heartbeat of the university.”

SALVATORE FORGES PARTNERSHIP WITH USF
Dr. Ralph Salvatore, professor of
chemistry, secured a five-year courtesy
faculty appointment in the department
of chemistry at the University of South
Florida (USF). The idea of a partnership
between Southeastern and USF was in the
works after USF’s chemistry department
chairman, Wayne Guida, was invited on
campus for a seminar series conducted by
Salvatore. Guida was extremely impressed
by the caliber of high-tech research he
saw being accomplished by the students
at Southeastern.
There were two research collaborations
that originally caught Guida’s eye. The
first was a collaboration with Moffitt
Cancer Center, where students had been
developing anticancer compounds and
screening them for biological activity.The
second was with the Movement Disorder
and Parkinson’s Disease Center, where

they were studying the development of
Parkinson’s disease.
The courtesy faculty appointment allows
Salvatore and Southeastern students
to utilize many USF resources, such as
high-grade lab equipment and access to
an extensive scientific library. They were
granted the ability to continue their
research with Moffitt and the Parkinson’s
Disease Center in those facilities. In fact,
students will be able to work side by
side with researchers from Moffitt. USF
has also reached out with the desire to
set aside internships for Southeastern
students.
There is hope that this connection
could lead to an ultimate expansion of
Southeastern’s natural science department.
“I think the availability of more hands-on
opportunities could attract more students

to Southeastern and our growing degree
programs. It could allow opportunities
for our students to be considered for
graduate programs at flagship schools,”
said Salvatore. “More students involved in
research creates the potential for attracting
grants and eventually higher-grade
research equipment for the university.”
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DAVIS PROVIDES HOPE FOR FOSTER CARE CHILDREN
When Dr. Joseph Davis isn’t in the
classroom teaching systematic theology,
ethics or apologetics, you can probably
find him spending time with the boys at
Anchor House Ministries in Auburndale,
Fla. The group home provides temporary
housing for troubled boys between the
ages of 10 and 18.
The ministry had been without an
executive director for six months and
was struggling in 2014 when the board
approached Davis to set a vision for the
future. Feeling like this was a “divine
appointment,” despite a full-time teaching
load, Davis jumped in and gave the
campus a facelift with new landscaping,
furnishings, paint and repairs. He also
started raising much-needed funding to
keep the organization afloat and, within
one year, doubled the income of the
organization.
“Eighty-six percent of the boys who
come to Anchor House have been abused.
These are young men who are angry, hurt
and confused as to why people would
hurt them. It’s a wonderful opportunity to
shine the light of Christ,” said Davis.
The group home serves boys who have
either been removed from their homes
or orphaned. Most of the boys enter
the program with anger and bitterness,
but they leave knowing Christ and truly
loving the staff members who have poured
into them.
“We see a very practical example of God’s
love overcoming evil,” said Davis.
Shortly after Davis came on board, he
realized the need for a transitional program
for young men who age out of the foster
care system.
“I remember asking one of the social
workers, ‘What happens when the boys
turn 18?’” he said. “To my surprise, I
learned that the boys are picked up on
their 18th birthday and taken to a nearby
homeless shelter.”
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Left to right: Nicole Hernandez-Cabrera ’18, Joe Davis, Danielle (Mailly) Stolk ’14

After witnessing that scenario happen to
one of the residents, Davis set out on a
campaign to create a transitional program
for young men between the ages of 18
and 22.
With help from a grant, Anchor House
purchased its first transitional home in
2016 and staffed the home with house
parents to mentor the boys into adulthood.
Five boys entered the first transitional
home and only one had a high school
diploma or equivalent. At the end of
the first year, all five earned high school
diplomas or GEDs. At the end of the
second year, all five had entered college.
Children in the foster care system often
fall dramatically behind their peers
academically because of frequent school
moves, making them twice as likely as
their peers to drop out of high school.

donated. Anchor House opened its third
transitional home in the spring of 2019,
this time, for females leaving foster care.
After three years, 97% of the residents in
both of the transitional homes have earned
either a high school diploma or a GED,
and 50% have gone on to attend college.
Over the years, Davis has hired a number
of Southeastern alumni and students to
work in direct care positions with the boys,
as well as in an administrative capacity.
PAUL ’09 and SANDY (HOOVER)
’06 AGENS oversee the transitional house
for women. NOAH WHITE ’19 and
student JEFFERY ASHCRAFT each
oversee one of the transitional homes for
men. DANIELLE (MAILLY) STOLK
(M.Ed.) ’14 works as the operations
manager. ZACH WEATHERS ’17 is
the behavior technician, and NICOLE
HERNANDEZ-CABRERA ’18 is the
school liaison.

The transitional home provides a stable
environment for the young men to
focus on completing their education
and obtaining job skills to become selfsufficient.

Davis also provides opportunities for
students to intern or volunteer with the
nonprofit.

“Nationwide, 50% of children who age
out of foster care are in jail within two
years,” said Davis. “We believe we are
making a tremendous difference.”

“It has been a huge blessing to be able to
serve alongside my students and make a
lasting impact in the lives of young people,”
said Davis. “Changing lives in the name
of Christ is what the kingdom of God is
all about.”

Because of the immense success of the
first transitional home, another home was

Dr. Bob Houlihan Retires

W

hen Dr. Bob Houlihan,
professor of world
missions, retired from
Southeastern
in
December of 2019,
he still had plans of
continuing to work in ministry. For 35
years, Houlihan and his wife, Carolyn,
ministered all over the Asia Pacific region
as missionaries with the Assemblies
of God. Their ministry first started in
Japan, where they established an Englishspeaking church in Tokyo and worked to
produce a television program.
Houlihan went on to serve as an area
director overseeing missionaries and
ministries in Asia Pacific’s northern area.
From there, he was asked to serve as the
regional director of Asia Pacific, where
he oversaw 300 missionaries serving in

30 countries and territories. In 1998,
the Houlihans shifted from serving on
the mission field to assisting Mission of
Mercy and Convoy of Hope.
In 2006, after retiring as a missionary
in the Assemblies of God a year earlier,
Houlihan transitioned to serve as the dean
of the College of Christian Ministries and
Religion (now the Barnett College of
Ministry & Theology). He served in this
role for seven years before teaching in the
classroom as a professor of world missions.
“I have enjoyed working with faculty and
community members. I am passionate
about helping young people launch into
missions,” said Houlihan.
Some of his favorite classes to teach while
at Southeastern included Intercultural

Communications on the undergraduate
level and Foundations of Cross-Cultural
Communications on the graduate level.
Although Houlihan has retired, he still is
very involved in ministry. He continues
to serve as the chairman of Crossroads
Alliance and Ministries, a nonprofit
organization that addresses the spiritual
needs of people and communities while
helping them rise above the cycle of
poverty. Through relief work with
Crossroads, he is helping to rebuild
churches in the Bahamas that were
devastated by Hurricane Dorian.
Outside of ministry, Houlihan and
his wife plan to take a fishing trip to
Alaska. They will continue to reside in
Lakeland, Fla.
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MICHAEL and TAMMY (BONZELAAR) ELDREDGE ’98

IN THE LIVES OF SEU ALUMNI
MALIK and ELIZABETH
(SANDLAS) CHEVRY ’19

CARMELLE BEAUGELIN ’14
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TOMMY ROYCE ’13

JESSICA (BAILEY) RINER ’00

DAVID STEWART ’57

JERRY ETHRIDGE ’76

1957

___________________________
DAVID STEWART retired from
Assemblies of God World Missions after
serving as a missionary to India for 51
years. He is now living in Lakeland with
his son, Loyd.

1976

___________________________
JERRY ETHRIDGE is serving his

second term as a school board member
in Richmond County, N.C., after
teaching in schools for 35 years. He
and his wife, Shirley, have two sons
and five grandchildren. They are also
active in their church, First Assembly, in
Rockingham, N.C.

1988

___________________________
RANDY

WORRELL

serves as a
chaplain at Christian City in Atlanta, Ga.,
a ministry providing care for children and
the elderly.

1993

___________________________
R. BRETT SHORT is married to Jessica,

and they have two daughters, Caroline
and Cate. They live in Lexington, Ky.,
and attend Southland Christian Church
where Brett serves on the board of the
church’s free clinics ministry and on the
church’s personnel committee. He has
served as the chief compliance officer
at the University of Kentucky for UK
HealthCare since 2003. He is also a

TOBY ’95 and HEATHER ’17 HAGELBERGER

chair-appointed board member of the
Audit and Compliance Committee at UC
Health at the University of Cincinnati in
Cincinnati, Ohio.

1995

___________________________

PETE GARBACKI ’96

at Southeastern. They have been married
for 21 years and live in North Carolina.
They have four children, James, Jackson,
Jesse and Haven. Michael has a home
inspection business, and Tammy is a stayat-home, homeschooling mom.

2000

TOBY
and
HEATHER
’17
HAGELBERGER lead a Celebrate

___________________________

Recovery ministry in Anchorage, Alaska.
Toby currently serves as the nutrition
and transportation program manager at a
senior center in Wasilla. He is also pursuing
his MBA in strategic management at the
University of the Southwest. Heather
serves part time as the worship leader for
Wasilla Lake Church of the Nazarene.
Heather works full time providing
trainings, outreach and direct services to
victims of human trafficking for an Alaska
Native organization in Anchorage.

JESSICA (BAILEY) RINER is serving

1996

___________________________

as a Youth Alive missionary in Georgia
working to train middle and high school
students to see their school as their
mission field, and providing them with
resources to serve their schools.

2002

___________________________
JILL RUITER is the executive director

of the Aurora Public Schools Foundation
in Aurora, Colo.

2003

___________________________
PETE GARBACKI has been a volunteer

with Shared Hope International since
December 2016. He also works on
the planning team for the Circuit Five
Human Trafficking Symposium in
Oxford, Fla.
ABNER RIVERA ’18 (M.A.) was

featured in a REXcel leadership spotlight
for his role as the lead pastor at MCC
Ministries in Newark, N.J.

1998

___________________________
MICHAEL and TAMMY(BONZELAAR)
ELDREDGE were college sweethearts

ZACH and CARRIE (RHOADES)
’04 BRINEGAR have served as

missionaries for 12 years with Assemblies
of God World Missions. Zach, Carrie and
their two children are in the fundraising
process to move to Vienna, Austria,
where they will plant a church in August
of 2020.

2004

___________________________
APRIL (FOSTER) MIZELL is living
in Concord, N.C., and working on
completing her master’s in professional
counseling at Liberty University.
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ABNER RIVERA ’96, ’18

EDDIE RIVERO ’06

JILL RUITER ’02

BRENT LUTZ BLAKE ’07, ’14

2005

ZACH ’03 and CARRIE
(RHOADES) ’04 BRINEGAR

JOEL GREGORI ’07

TIFFANY CORNWELL
DUPPONG ’10

2007

APRIL (FOSTER) MIZELL ’04

RONNIE ’12 and JENNIFER
(TESSIE) ’10 DAUGHERTY

2009

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

SULEIMA SALGADO ’08 (MBA)

BRENT LUTZ BLAKE ’14 (M.A.)

MICHELLE (HICKEY) LONG and

serves as the director of telemedicine and
rural health initiatives for the Georgia
Department of Public Health. She and her
husband, Hector, live in Lawrenceville,
Ga. They have a son named Giovani.

worked in youth ministry, then went on
to plant a church in Toledo, Ohio, with
his wife, Lauren, in September of 2018.
Together, they have two children, Logan
and Kara.

her family live in Bartow, Fla. She has
homeschooled her children and is
enjoying her youngest child’s senior year
of high school.

2006

JOEL GREGORI has been pastoring

___________________________
TIFFANY CORNWELL DUPPONG

EDDIE RIVERO (MAML) was recently

churches for 12 years. He currently serves
as the campus pastor at The Chapel in
Richmond,Va.

___________________________

appointed as the provincial bishop for the
Global United Fellowship’s newly created
Spanish Caribbean Province, overseeing
Cuba and the Dominican Republic. In
2015, Eddie was consecrated in Cuba as
a bishop in the Santa Iglesia Monte Sinai
(Mount Sinai Holy Church of Cuba).
Eddie is actively involved in churchplanting training, church revitalization,
leadership development, evangelism and
discipleship training and short-term
missions.

2008

___________________________

2010

currently lives in Minneapolis where she
is an actor, writer and producer.

2012

___________________________
HILTON (M.A.) and BROOKE
(CHERRY) ’12 (M.S.) BURKHOLDER

have served as youth and young adult
pastors at New Life Assembly of God in
Lakeland for the past 13 years, and they
have two children. Brooke is the pastoral
counselor, and Hilton is the student and
media pastor. Brooke also teaches online
classes for Southeastern.

JOSEPH and REBECCA (WALTON)
’10 BROWN live in Lakeland with

their daughter, Erika. Joe was recently
promoted at Amazon, where he has
worked since 2014. Rebecca served
with Wycliffe Bible Translators for five
years and is now a stay-at-home mom.
RONNIE and JENNIFER (TESSIE)
’10 DAUGHERTY planted Rise City

Church in April of 2019, in New Jersey.
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PHILIP DANIELS ’13, ’15

ORRIN GILKISON ’16

KIMBERLY (KALHE) SLIFER ’13

ELISA PARKER ’17

2013

___________________________
PHILIP DANIELS ’15 (M.S.) graduated
from the University of Florida with
his Ph.D. in counseling and counselor
education in May of 2019. He currently
works as a clinical assistant professor at the
University of Florida in the counseling
and wellness center within the College of
Pharmacy.
TOMMY ROYCE works at Troy
Christian Schools as the 11th and 12th
grade Bible teacher and as the campus
pastor for seventh through 12th graders.
He is also working on completing a
master of divinity through Northern
Seminary. Tommy serves part time as the
youth pastor at City Church in Dayton,
Ohio. He is engaged to Kayla Kendall,
and they will be getting married in
June of 2020.
KIMBERLY (KALHE) SLIFER works
as a school-based science coach. She also
facilitates STEMposium conferences with
the Florida Department of Education to
help teachers become better at teaching

LAUREN (MATHIS)
ASHMORE ’15, ’17

DARNELL BLAKE ’14

ERIN ADKISON ’18

CAMERON DEWITT ’18

students to problem solve and engineer
through technology and hands-on
engagement.

2014

___________________________
CARMELLE BEAUGELIN moved to
New Jersey and earned a master of divinity
at Princeton Theological Seminary.
She now works at Princeton Seminary
overseeing the Log College Project, an
initiative to help Christian organizations
research, design and implement new
models of youth ministry. She is also a
visual artist, participating in shows and
exhibitions in New Jersey, New York and
Philadelphia.
DARNELL BLAKE serves as a worship
pastor at Mission Church, Walnut Creek,
in the Bay Area of California.

2015

___________________________
LAUREN (MATHIS) ASHMORE
’17 (MBA) currently works for

MIDFLORIDA Credit Union
Lakeland as a mortgage processor.

STEPHEN "AARON" ’18 and
RANEY (REDMOND) ' 19 JONES

LA RAEY KING is a doctor of osteopathic
medicine currently completing her family
medicine residency at AdventHealth East
Orlando, where she sees patients in the
hospital and clinic. She met her husband,
David, in 2011, and they have two
standard poodles.

2016

___________________________
ORRIN

GILKISON
works
at
Southeastern as the facilities coordinator.

SARAH (BROOKS) HARDMAN
’19 (M.A.) is a lead pastor and church

planter. She also teaches Bible classes
at Sparrow Academy in Lakeland, Fla.,
for special needs and trauma students.

2017

___________________________
ELISA PARKER is completing her
master’s degree in professional counseling
with a concentration in marriage
and family therapy at Southeastern.

in
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CHAD SELL ’18

SAMUEL WEST ’18

CHRIS GONZALEZ ’19

KRISTOPHER MARTIN ’19

2018

GRANT BRYANT ’19

CARSON MORTER ’19

HUNTER CLIFTON ’19

BLAINE REED ’19

MATTHEW CRUSE ’19

ABEL ROSARIO ’19

___________________________

Senators, the Double-A affiliate of the
Washington Nationals, in Harrisburg, Pa.

JULIET GROTON is a houseparent for
Compass Rose Academy in Wabash, Ind.

ERIN ADKISON serves as the children’s

2019

KRISTOPHER MARTIN is a youth

pastor at The Well Assembly of God
church in Tarpon Springs, Fla.
CAMERON DEWITT is completing his

MBA at Southeastern. He was hired by
MIDFLORIDA Credit Union as an HR
intern, then accepted a promotion to be a
payroll assistant.
ERIKA FURTADO is pursuing a master
of science degree in applied biostatistics
at Boston University.
STEPHEN “AARON” and RANEY
(REDMOND) ’19 JONES got married

in August of 2019. Aaron started a career
in public accounting as an auditor. He
is currently working to obtain his CPA
license. Raney is a third grade teacher in a
public school in Fulton County, Ga.
CHAD SELL was named Teacher of
the Year 2019 at Kathleen Elementary
School in Polk County, Fla.
SAMUEL WEST accepted a position as

an account executive with the Harrisburg
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___________________________

pastor at Ocala First Assembly of God in
Ocala, Fla.

GRANT BRYANT is moving to London

to play basketball and start a graduate
program in international management at
the University of East London.

CARSON MORTER moved to Boise,

MALIK and ELIZABETH (SANDLAS)
CHEVRY got married in July of 2019.

BLAINE REED has worked for Fields

Elizabeth accepted a position with the
National Christian College Athletic
Association as the communications
assistant, and Malik coaches football at
Blue Ridge High School in Greer, S.C.

Idaho, to accept a position as a relationship
manager with AgAmerica.

Motorcars, Mercedes-Benz in Lakeland
over the past year. Prior to graduation,
Blaine accepted an internship with
Mercedes-Benz
U.S.A.
Corporate
Headquarters in Atlanta, Ga. He will be
involved with curriculum design and
retail training.

HUNTER CLIFTON is serving as a

ministry assistant to the discipleship
pastor at National Community Church
in Washington, D.C.

ABEL ROSARIO is working at
W.S. Badcock Corporation as an IT
programmer analyst in Mulberry, Fla.

MATTHEW CRUSE is a young adult
pastor at Victory Church in Lakeland, Fla.

TREVOR

CHRIS GONZALEZ is a youth pastor at

New Life Assembly of God in Pembroke
Pines, Fla.

TAYLOR works at the
Atlanta Hawks as a group sales trainee in
Lawrenceville, Ga.

ALUM’S RESEARCH GARNERS NATIONAL ATTENTION
DR. MATTHEW MADISON ’13
came to Southeastern as a freshman
who was unsure of what career he
wanted to pursue. After taking biology
classes, he knew science was for him
and enrolled as a biology/pre-medicine
major.
“At first I was interested in the more
clinical track of going to medical
school, but around my junior year,
I participated in a research program and fell in love with biomedical
research,” said Matthew.
After graduating from Southeastern in 2013, this interest in research
led him to pursue a Ph.D. rather than an M.D. He went on to earn
his doctorate at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, studying
the contribution of immune cells to lung disease.
Although the work he did in graduate school was primarily
research-based, the data that his laboratory uncovered had strong
clinical implications. His research sought to understand the cause of

chronic lung diseases like Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD). His primary research focused on how chronic e-cigarette
use affects lung immunity. His research was published around the
time when multiple vape users began to see the negative effects
of vaping on their health and was featured on Good Morning
America and CBS News.
After finishing his Ph.D. in 2019, he began a fellowship. He is
currently a postdoctoral research fellow (IRACDA Scholar) at the
University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Matthew will be continuing e-cigarette exposure studies and will
also gain more experience in undergraduate STEM education
and curriculum development through partnerships with local
universities.
When looking back at his time at Southeastern, Matthew
recalls, “The faculty in the science department and the learning
environment they created was amazing. It was conducive for
students to flourish in whatever track they pursued. The staff will
support and guide you to success in whatever type of science you
study, whether it’s clinical research or something else.”

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
10% Discount at the SEU Bookstore
(online or on campus)
Discount off athletic tickets
10% off Homecoming package pricing

A L U M N I A S S O C I AT I O N

If you love SEU, you will love
being a member of the
SEU Alumni Association.

On-campus dining discounts
(Tuscana Ristorante and Portico)
Access to the campus pool
and exercise facilities
Access to Steelman Library and
online databases

Join the SEU Alumni Association at SEU.edu/alumni or by calling 863.667.5400.
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IN MEMORIAM

MARY (BRENGLE) WISE ’59 passed
away on August 6, 2019. Mary grew up in
the Philippines where her parents served
as missionaries. She went on to study at
Southeastern, then married her husband,
JACK ’59. Mary and Jack served together
at churches and went on to found a
Christian school at Payette First Assembly
in Payette, Idaho., that is still operating
today. Mary is survived by her husband,
three children, five grandchildren and
three great-grandchildren.
JAMES “JIM” ROSS ’60 passed away

on July 25, 2019. Jim served in the U.S.
Air Force and received National Defense
Service and Good Conduct medals for
his time at the U.S. Pentagon. In July of
1952, he married his wife, Wilma. After
graduating from Southeastern, he and
his family moved to North Carolina,

where he pastored churches in Asheville
and Hickory. In 1963, Jim and Wilma
moved to Spokane, Wash., and he started
to pursue a master’s in educational
counseling and guidance. He worked
as a caseworker for the Department of
Social and Health Services until retiring.
Jim continued to be active in ministry
teaching Bible classes, leading worship
and serving the church.

STEPHEN
NEAL
BARGAMIN
’07 (MBA) passed away on May 25,

CHERYL (ANDERSON) RUNNER
’82 passed away on June 3, 2019. She

NATHANIEL “NATE” SEITZ passed

was a loving mother to two children and
a grandmother to four grandchildren.
Cheryl graduated with a degree in
education and impacted many students
through her personal and devoted
teaching style.

SEND US YOUR CLASS NOTES
All submissions due by April 6, 2020, for the next issue.
• Email: alumni@seu.edu
• Submit online at SEU.edu/alumni
• Mail to:
University Advancement
Southeastern University
1000 Longfellow Blvd.
Lakeland, FL 33801
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2019. Steve worked for W.S. Badcock
Corporation for over 15 years and was
dedicated to both the business and the
people he interacted with. Steve was
also a skilled artist and enjoyed painting
landscapes as gifts for friends and family.
He is survived by his wife, Kristen, and
two children, Alexis and Matthew.

away on May 8, 2019, at 26 years old.
He was born in Ethiopia and moved to
the United States at the age of 12. Nate
was adopted by Gary and Jan Seitz and
worked in customer service for Publix
Supermarkets. He is survived by his
mother and 19 brothers and sisters.

IN MEMORIAM
PASSING OF FORMER SOUTHEASTERN BOARD MEMBERS
VICTOR SMITH ’72, ’06 (M.A.) passed away on August 6, 2019. He attended

South-Eastern Bible College in 1968. He graduated with his bachelor’s in ministry
in 1972 and married his late wife, NELL (LEWIS) ’72, shortly after. He would later
return for his M.A. in ministerial leadership.
Victor and Nell served the South Carolina District of the Assemblies of God
throughout their 44 years of marriage. They began as pastors, and Victor eventually
took up the roles of district youth director and district secretary. Before Nell’s passing
in December of 2016, they raised three sons, who blessed them with 10 grandchildren.
In 2010,Victor was elected as the superintendent for the South Carolina District and
was reelected many times, most recently in 2018. In this position, he led over 100
churches. He was once again selected to serve on the Southeastern Board of Trustees,
representing South Carolina as one of Southeastern’s supporting districts. Starting in
2010, he remained a devoted member of the Board, serving a total of 31 years from
1983 to 2005 and 2010 to 2019.
Victor is survived by his wife, RUTH LENN LAMBERT ’74, who he married in
September of 2018.

DR. RANDY VALIMONT ’81 passed away on October 31, 2019. He attended
Southeastern and graduated with his bachelor’s degree in pastoral studies. While
he was in school, he married his wife, JELLY (JORDAN) ’81 in May of 1981.
Following graduation, Randy served in ministry positions in Florida, Arkansas and
Georgia, before accepting the senior pastorate at Griffin First Assembly in 1993.
Griffin First had an average attendance of 400 at the time. Griffin First has seen
immense growth and expanded to five campuses with an average Sunday attendance
of 4,200, and nearly 10,000 who call Griffin First their home church.

Randy served on the Alumni Board in the late 1990s and afterward, served as the
alumni president for 10 years. During his time as alumni president, Randy was elected
to serve as the first ex-officio member of the Board of Trustees and served on the
Board until his term as alumni president ended in 2010.
Randy received his Ph.D. in leadership development from Logos University in 2006,
and also served in a number of leadership positions on boards and ministries across
the country, including the General Council of the Assemblies of God, the Georgia
District and AG Global Missions. He also served as president of Calcutta Mercy
Ministries.
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Dr. Tom Mullins ’19 (Ph.D.) giving the Commencement address

Dr. Kent Ingle addresses the graduates

COMMENCEMENT
Congratulations to the graduating Class of 2019!
Congratulations to the graduating class of 2019! A total of 582 students qualified to march, with 370 participating in the ceremony.
There were 14 doctoral candidates, 173 master’s candidates, 305 bachelor’s candidates and 90 associate degree candidates. Students
graduated from Florida and 37 other states, as well as from seven countries, including Brazil, Canada and Nigeria. More than 160 of
the graduates came from 45 of Southeastern’s extension site locations in 22 states. This commencement brings the total number of
Southeastern University graduates to 16,791. The commencement speaker was DR. TOM MULLINS ’19 (Ph.D.), the founding
pastor of Christ Fellowship Church in South Florida. The student commencement speaker was ETHAN OWEN ’19, who
graduated with a bachelor’s degree in elementary education.
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Student Commencement speaker Ethan Owen ’19

Jireh Lugones ’19 singing the national anthem

Dr. Bob Houlihan
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HOMECOMING 2019

More than 200 alumni returned home for the 2019 Homecoming
weekend. The celebrations kicked off with an alumni mixer and dinner,
followed by various reunions. On Saturday, an alumni chapel was held
in Bush Chapel, followed by a campus picnic. The weekend ended with
tailgating and a Fire football game along with fireworks. Be sure to join
us for next year’s Homecoming weekend on October 23 and 24, 2020!

Left to right: Gary Kellner ’74, Ron McEwen
and Esther Haas ’54

Paul Anderson ’91 (right) and friend Michelle Walker

Left to right: Bryon Butler ’89, William Beasley ’90, Jim Drake ’91,
Cindy (Allen) Drake ’89, Sandra (Aucoin) Dennis ’88, Patrick Dennis,
Laurie (Goodwin) Croft ’89, Jo (Weigle) Caldwell ’89, Terri Hasselbach ’88,
Paul White ’90, Yvonne (Mock) Clanton ’89, Jon Clanton ’90,
Debbie (Vardman) Katzman ’88, Neecie Edwards ’87 and Keith Heidecker ’91

Jon Clanton ’90 attending
Alumni Chapel

Left to right: Paul Clendenin ’78, Russell Sanders ’76,
Helen Sanders, Brian Strasser and Rosalind (Sanders) Strasser ’97
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Left to right: Allen Griffin ’94 with
Warren Johnson ’18 and Joel Johnson ’92

Tori Hammer ’15 (right) interviews current students
Wayne Carector and Julie Nash

HOMECOMING 2019

TA I L G AT I N G & F O O T B A L L G A M E

The drumline leading the football team before the game

Left to right: Christy (White) Weatherholt ’96, Dr. Gerry (Young)
White ’66, Dr. Rodney White ’69, with Joshua, Makayla,
Jessica and Kylie Weatherholt

David Docusen ’01, ’15, ’19 and Ryan ’02 and
Julie (Berdet) ’02, ’17 Jordan with their families

Left to right: Christina (DiMugno) Graham ’14, Ceciley (Hooker)
Phillips ’16, Kimberly (Hanson) Lake ’14 and Danae Plank ’14

Dr. Kent Ingle gives the Homecoming game ball
to Reverend Royce Shelton ’55

Alumni Choir sings the national anthem
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GENERAL COUNCIL 2019

GENERAL COUNCIL 2019
In August of 2019, more than 800 alumni reconnected with former classmates and professors at the alumni reception at the Assemblies of
God General Council in Orlando, Fla. In a special evening, alumni heard about new happenings on Southeastern’s campus and learned
about degree program offerings through visiting stations where each college was represented.

Alumni Reception at General Council

Left to right: James Walls ’08, Sam Cornwell ’07,
Austin Quinn ’12 and Jelani Jordan ’06

Ernest DeLoach, Jr. with his original diploma from 1964

Mark Morrow ’17 (center) and Landon Morrow ’17
(second from the right) with their family

Dr. Karen Ingle ’17 and Dr. Kent Ingle with Tommy Barnett

Caleb ’16 and Lauren (Yafanaro) ’16 Harris
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Vespa
& Mahar
Family
Legacy
Brenda and Pat Mahar

F

or PAT ’87 and
BRENDA (VESPA)
MAHAR missions is
a part of their family
heritage. Brenda grew
up as a missionary
kid to West Africa where her parents,
DAVID ’89 and Maryann Vespa, spent
41 years in ministry.The Vespa and Mahar
families have spent a combined 66 years
in missions — nearly 50 of those years
were in Africa. Their roots run deep
within the Assemblies of God (AG), with
four generations of ordained ministers
and three generations of Southeastern
graduates.
At one point, they even had two
generations attending Southeastern at the
same time. In addition to Pat and Brenda
taking classes together, her father and
brother were also in class with them for
a few general core classes they took in
the mid-1980s. “That was interesting. My
parents were on furlough, and my dad
started attending Southeastern. He was
the cutup in the class,” Brenda laughed.

David decided to go back to college
to pursue a second bachelor’s degree.
Decades prior, he had graduated from
a Bible school in Ontario, Canada,
where he met his wife, Maryann. David
was originally from Pennsylvania, and
Maryann was from Ontario. After they
were married, the couple pastored in
Delaware and Pennsylvania for a number
of years. However, they both felt a call to
missions in Africa at a young age. David
experienced his call at 12 years old and
Maryann at 5 years old.

Following their appointment as full-time
missionaries with the AG, in 1966, the
Vespa family packed their belongings
and set sail on a ship traveling over
5,000 miles and taking three weeks to
arrive in Ghana, West Africa. At the time,
Brenda was only 3 years old. Their first
assignment was in Northern Ghana, close
to the Sahara Desert. After a year in the
country, David and Maryann worked
with the local church to build a Bible
school in Kumbungu.
Life in Ghana in the 1960s wasn’t too easy.
They lived in a very small village where
they did not have electricity or access to
a telephone. They also had to filter all of
their water. Since they lived primitively,
when the children were in elementary
school, they were sent to a boarding
school in the Ivory Coast. Brenda was in
the fourth grade, and her younger sister
was in the second grade.

The Vespa family

David and Maryann lived in Northern
Ghana for 24 years before moving south
to Kumasi. During their time there, they
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he could never be a missionary. Coming
out of an Italian family, Pat joked that
his closest experience with camping was
staying at a Holiday Inn. Even when Pat
asked Brenda’s father if he could marry
her, he had to send a Western Union
telegram to Ghana. “It took about a
month and a half before he got it,”
said Pat.
David and Maryann

were able to build another Bible school.
They spent a total of 41 years in Ghana
before retiring to head to the United
States. Their ministry encompassed the
building of two Bible school campuses,
training pastors and church leaders, and
assisting in planting hundreds of churches.
Unlike her parents, having spent the
majority of her life growing up on the
mission field, Brenda didn’t feel called to
missions at a young age. “I felt like I had
given my time. God could call someone
else. Missions back in those days was
tough,” said Brenda.
After graduating from boarding school,
Brenda chose to go to Southeastern. It
was located in a familiar city that her
family would often visit when they were
in the States. It’s also where she met Pat.
He felt called to ministry and went to
Southeastern after a recommendation
from his youth pastor at Evangel Temple
in Jacksonville.
The couple met through mutual
friends early into their college years
at Southeastern while attending what
used to be Carpenter’s Home Church.
“Brenda didn’t want to go out with me
at first,” said Pat.
“He had to grow on me,” added Brenda.
Early into their dating years in 1984, Pat
remembers talking to David in his garage
as he packed 30 50-gallon steel barrels
to be shipped to Ghana. After hearing all
of David’s stories on the hardships they
endured in their village life, Pat thought
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Pat and Brenda were married in 1985. Pat
continued to go to school, while Brenda
worked. Then, after Pat’s graduation, they
felt a call to missions. “It wasn’t until
after graduation that God stirred us for
missions,” said Pat.

The Vespa children in Ghana

A year after graduation, Pat and Brenda
applied to be missionaries in training
in Greece and Italy. At the time, the
Assemblies of God was not sending
missionaries to those countries. Without
being able to serve in either of those
countries, they decided to go into
ministry as youth pastors and later
served as lead pastors. They ministered in
Arkansas, West Virginia and Pennsylvania
for eight years before they felt called to
be missionaries to Africa.

In September of 2011, they transferred to
Greece — one of the two countries they
had originally requested to serve in. They
moved to serve as the head pastors of
International Christian Fellowship (ICF),
a church located in downtown Athens.
“Two years into our time in Greece, the
Syrian War happened and it brought
thousands and thousands of refugees into
the country. We opened the doors of our
church and assisted in starting a new
ministry, working with a national who
was a social worker,” said Pat.
Greece was a stopping point for the
refugees. The Syrian War, which began in
2011, eventually led to millions of Syrians
fleeing their home country to escape
persecution. From Syria, refugees would
walk to Turkey where they were then
smuggled onto inflatable rafts to travel
to Europe. A raft that would typically
hold 20 passengers would be occupied
by more than 50 refugees. The trip from
Turkey to Greece was nine kilometers and
many rafts often overturned in the rough
waters of the Aegean Sea. From Greece,
they would often travel to Germany or
France seeking asylum.
“For five years, we worked strategically
with war-torn refugees while pastoring
ICF of Athens. That was probably the
most satisfying time of ministry for us,”
said Brenda. “We were exhausted, but
we couldn’t stop. I don’t think there is
anything we will do that will make a
mark like that.”

Nearly thirty years after her parents set
sail to Ghana, Pat and Brenda moved to
Africa as fully-appointed missionaries.
They spent their first term in Cameroon
and then moved to Botswana, spending a
total of 18 years in Africa. During their
time in Africa, they ministered as pastors,
church planters, Bible school directors
and in tabernacle evangelism.
Pat with refugees

Marissa previously served as missionary
associates. Matt and Marissa will now be
serving as fully appointed missionaries
in Greece with the ministry her parents
helped start for refugees.
In Italy, Pat and Brenda’s ministry
encompasses overseeing ICF and the
ministries within the church. The church
runs over 100 people, made up of people
from 25 countries around the world and
students from a local university. “We
never imagined coming here, but we love
Italy,” said Brenda.

Left to right: Matt, Marissa, Brenda, Courtney, Marco and Pat

Pat and Brenda would fly regularly to
Lesvos, a Greek island, and spend 13 to 14
hours per day helping refugees. “We were
some of the first responders that arrived
on the island to pull people from rafts.
It was an emotional time as we watched
broken people with scars and missing
limbs and who tragically lost children,”
added Pat.

studies and counseling for the refugees.
A social worker and founder of this new
ministry worked with the church and
helped the refugees with the process of
gaining asylum. After everything the
refugees had gone through in their home
country, the Mahars found that they were
extremely receptive to hearing the gospel.
“Literally thousands would come
through the church doors. We were
seeing Muslims coming to Jesus all the
time,” said Brenda.

Pat baptizing refugees

The Mahars would give out food and
clothes to people freshly off the rafts.
From Lesvos Island, the refugees would
travel to Athens. Once in Athens, through
the refugee ministry at their church, Pat
and Brenda assisted in holding Bible

Now, Pat and Brenda are seeing their
children serve in missions and ministry.
Their son, MARCO ’15, and his wife,
COURTNEY (FLOYD) ’17, serve as
student ministries pastors at Freedom
Church in Tallahassee, Fla., under Pastor
LARRY PERRY ’83. Since graduating,
Marco served as a student ministries
pastor in Virginia for 14 months before
transitioning to Freedom Church.
“I had always wanted to go to SEU
because not only was Lakeland home
for me and my family, but also because
my grandfather, father and mother
attended Southeastern. I have been
privileged to follow in their footsteps,”
said Marco. “I’m grateful that my steps
have been ordered by God. Southeastern
University has played a great role in our
family’s legacy.”

Pat and Brenda’s grown daughter, Marissa,
and her husband, Matt, were also able to
be a part of their ministry in Greece.
“Our kids started to come visit us and all
they wanted to do was ministry with the
church and refugees. Our daughter and
son-in-law later felt a call to go to work
in Greece. The ministry solidified what
they wanted to do,” said Brenda.
The Mahars served in Greece until
September of 2018, when they felt
God transitioning them to Italy. They
currently pastor at International Christian
Fellowship (ICF) in Padova, Italy — the
same city and church where Matt and

Brenda at ICF in Greece
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PERSPECTIVE
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DR. FERRELL REMEMBERS HIS TIME AT SOUTHEASTERN
Another project was the development of
a preschool as a lab for the elementary
education program, which was named
the Ferrell Academy. This led to the
construction of The Furnace, formerly
known as the gym. At the time, the facility
was used for the preschool and named in
honor of Ferrell.

hen he wasn’t teaching
in the classroom, DR.
JAMES FERRELL
’66 could often be
found taking pictures
around campus. For the 32 years he spent
serving Southeastern University, Ferrell
was instrumental in the accreditation
process and the development of the
College of Education.
Ferrell’s journey at Southeastern began
in 1961 when he attended as a student.
Straight out of the Navy, he enrolled at
South-Eastern Bible College majoring in
history with the intention of becoming a
college professor. He was one of the first
three graduates from the major in 1966.
Prior to attending Southeastern, Ferrell
met his wife, FRANCES (ROWLEY)
’63, at a Wednesday night church service
in 1959. She was already enrolled at
Southeastern before the two met. They
were married in 1960.
Following graduation, Ferrell taught
with the Polk County School Board
and went on to earn his master’s degree
in elementary education from Florida
Atlantic College. After a brief stint of
teaching at Bethany College in California,
the Ferrells moved back to Lakeland.
In the fall of 1969, Ferrell was asked to
work full time at Southeastern as the
director of interns. In his role, he helped
develop the elementary major and worked
with the Department of Education (DOE)
to ensure students in the education
department earned teaching certificates.
As additional programs were added, he was
instrumental in ensuring that each one
would meet the state of Florida’s approval
requirements. In 1971, he completed the
educational specialist degree (Ed.S.) in
the areas of adult community education,
curriculum and reading.Twelve years later,
he served as the department chair.
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“He was a hard worker with a lot of
determination,” said Frances.
During his time at Southeastern, Ferrell
worked closely with former university
president Dr. James Hennesy in the
accreditation process. “I realized that if we
became regionally accredited, I needed to
get my doctoral degree,” he added.
Ferrell enrolled at Nova Southeastern
University to earn a doctorate of
education in curriculum and instruction.
He graduated in 1983. The focus of his
dissertation was on the restructuring of
the university’s education department
for the accreditation process and for
state approval of its education programs.
Much of his dissertation was implemented
in helping Southeastern gain regional
accreditation, and simultaneously, Florida
state approval of all of the university’s
education programs.
His involvement in the accreditation
process didn’t stop at Southeastern. He
partnered with the Peninsular Florida
District Council of the Assemblies of
God to help Christian schools in Florida,
known as the Florida League of Christian
Schools, gain accreditation. He also assisted
with the accreditation of Assemblies of
God Christian schools around the nation,
as well as international schools.
Ferrell spent
the university
initiatives and
receiving both
grant to work

countless hours helping
with various education
projects, which included
a state grant and a federal
with local public schools.

“I could not have done anything I did
without the support of Frances,” added
Ferrell.
Frances taught in Polk County public
schools and completed a master’s degree
from Rollins College and an educational
specialist degree from the University of
South Florida. She was named teacher of
the year three times for her school and
also was a recipient of the “Who’s Who
Among Assemblies of God Educators” in
1999. For a number of years, she was an
adjunct instructor at Southeastern, as well
as assisted Ferrell in serving as program
coordinator for state approval. They have
one son, James Ferrell, Jr., who lives in
Bradenton, Fla.
One of Ferrell’s favorite roles was being
the university photographer for President
Cyril Homer and President James Hennesy.
He also taught the only photography class
at the time. He remembered the classes
always being full.
Now, years into retirement, Ferrell has
continued to take pictures. He recently
released a 128-page nature photo book,
“Central Florida Wildlife.” His book is
a compilation of wildlife photos he has
taken during the past seven years. He
also just celebrated his 53rd year of being
an ordained minister with the Assemblies
of God.

ETHAN OWEN

Class of 2019, B.S. Elementary Education
Two-time All-American
Three-time National Qualifier

“Opportunity is everything.
At Southeastern I had the
OPPORTUNITY to compete
with intensity, grow with
integrity, and learn with
ferocity. Not many places
in the world have all three.”

Whether for philanthropic pursuit or for love of sport, consider investing
in the transformation of lives in Fire student-athletes, like Ethan.
SUCCESS IS GARNERED BY GRADUATIONS AND CHAMPIONSHIPS.
For more information on your involvement, visit SEUFire.com/fireclub.
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